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. AND . 
RELATED LITERATURE 
The elementary-schoo.L.princi~a.ls are by far the 
largest group of _school administrators •. They carry great 
responsibilities. Goodykoontz and Lane 1 reported in 1938 
that there were approximately twenty-one t~ousand elemen-
tary-school principals, in charge of: a large proportion of 
the admiriistrative units of the public school systems in 
the United States. 
Most of the published report_s concerning the history 
and development of the principalship are based upon data ob-
tained from early day school reports of some of our larger 
cities. Among such early reports are those of Boston, 
Chicago, St. Louis and New York. 
The Evolution of the Principalship 
The origin and subsequent development of the 
elementa~y-school principalship rightfully may be called 
a process of evolution. In a study on the evolution of 
the elementary-school principalship, Arthurs. Gist 2 reports 
1 Bess Goodykoontz and Jessie.A. Lane, nThe Elementary School 
Principalship," Bulletin No. 8, 1938, Office of Education, 
Washington, D. C~, page 1. 
2 Arthurs. Gist, "The Evolution of the Principalship, 11 Third 
Yearbook, Department of Elementary School Principals, Vol.III, 
No. 4, July 1924, PP• 205-215. 
that at one :time little attention was paid to ef.ficient teach-
ing methods __ and to expert supervision as evaluated by our 
present standards. The teaching was primarily religious in 
character an¢l was dominated by the ministry. Supervision 
consisted mainly; .· of'. +ay inspection and naturally was cursory 
in character. The first offi6ial recognition of supervision 
pro_bably · was made Jn Ma.ssachusettes in 1789, in a 1aw provid-
ing for a committee to look .after the schools, and its pur-
pose evidently -was .to -do more _ than merely employ and e_xamine 
teachers • . -_The committee supervised instruction and the work 
of the school. - This represe:qtedthe first supervision of 
· schools. In 1826 the law was amended to make this pract_ice 
obligatory. _ · 
As enrollments increased ~nd a need _arose for two 
or more teachers . one often wa_~- designated as head teacher 
with-duties that were chiefly d~sciplinar·y in nature~ As 
the -school grew larger there was need for reports of. a 
statistical nature, and the ·head teacher performed the extra 
clerical work. 
Later, in the larger schools of the more populous · 
areas the head tea_cber was designated as the chief teacher 
or principal. _ The office took on the managerial function~, 
and the person in charge usually was relieved from teaching · 
duties part of the time for administrative duties; 
2 
Within the last two or three decades according to 
Gist, the ~rincipals of the larger schools· .have been relieved 
of a definite teaching assignment. With their responsibility 
lessened, and a public demand .for better teaching efficiency, 
the principal has assumed an increasing amount of res_ponsi-
bility for a high type of : instruction in his school. This 
supervision of instruction now ,is considered one of the pri-
mary ,duties of the principal. 
_-·.Various phases in the development -of the principal~ 
ship are described by Worth McClure.~ - He uses the .classi-
,ficat ion as given by Roy A. Crouch. 4 
Stage 
l._ One · Teacher 
2. Head -Teacher 
3. Teaching Principal (Part Time) 
4. Building Principal (Ful~ Time) 







The only aspect of - the o~e-teacher ~tage which 
bore any relationship to the modern pr.incipalship was that 
the teac~er should be in charge of .the building during school 
3 Worth McClure, 11 The Development of the Elementary School 
Principalship, n Seventh Yearbook, · Department of Elementary 
School Principals, Vol. VII, 1928, pp. 160-167. 
4 Roy A. Crouch, 11 Status of the Elementary School Principal, 11 
Fifth Yearbook, Department of Elementary School Principals, 
Vol. V, July 1926, page 208. 
3 
4 
hours. He taught pupils, kept records, assumed responsibility 
for the care of the building and made required reports. 
Head Teacher Stage 
When there were several tea.chars in one ·building 
it became evident that one of them ha9 to be in charge of 
the whole school. In Boston, the Board studied the whole 
situation and in 1849 recommended that .the grammar maste~ 
be the controlling head of the school. Some of the titles 
useB for the new head teachers were: head teacher, chief -
teacher and pri1:1cipal teacher. 
An idea of the principalship at this stage may be 
gathered from the 'list of duties of the "master" as reported 
in Boston in 1857: 
"The duties of the master of the Grammar 
School were: 
1. Admit individual pupils on examination. 
2. Visit the primary schools each year, 
examine the first division and give 
-certificates_ of ad.mission to the gram-
mar to all who were qualified • . 
3. Give permission to classes to study 
the next textbooks when the year's 
assignment was completed prior to the 
regular promotion time. 
"Duties of the master of the primary 
schools were as follows: 
i. Admit .qualified pupils. 
2. Require transfers and excuses for absences. 
3. When using a part of the Grammar School 
building to arrange recesses so as not 
to conflict with the older scholars. 
u General Duties: 
1. The.principal teacher to keep a register 
of names, ages and place of residence of 
scholars. 
2. The master to examine all scholars of the 
building as often as necessary. 
3. The principal teacher -t b report semi-
annually to the secretary of the Board 
as to the number of scholars iri the school. 
4. The master ·to furnish to the secretary of 
the Board the name, residence and similar 
information of every new teacher appointed 
to his building. 
5. The principal ·.teacher empowered to exclude 
unruly pupils. 
6. The principal teacher empowered to suspend, 
expel, and readmit pupils~ 
7. The principal to make rules for the .use of 
the school premises. 
8. The master of each school to arrange classes 
so as to provide exercise~ midway in both 
motning and afternoon sessions." 5 
Crouch 6 found data similar to the above in the 
1859 report of Divoll in St. Louis. There seemed to be a 
5 Worth McClure, "The Development of the Elementary School 
Principalship, n Seventh Yearbook,, Department of Elementary 
School Principals Vol. VII, 1928, pp. 162-163. 
6 Roy A. Crouch, ,t Status of the Elementary School Principal, 11 
Fifth Yearbook, Department of Elementary School Principals, 
July 1926, page 209. 
5 
need for assistants to h~lp teachers with the problem of 
instruction. 
6 
J. Cayce Morrison 7 likewise fou~d the principals 
had to perform practically the same type of duties in . Buffalo, 
as reported in a digest of ordinances of the Common Council 
of Buffalo for t., the . year 18~3 co_vering the . work .of elementary-. 
school principals. In :f?uffalothe principal was expected to 
teach a class of sixty to seventy-five pupils in addition to 
his other duties • . 
The Teaching Prhicipa1 ·· 
The reports from the following superintendents: 
Philbrick of Boston .in 1857, Wells of Chicago in 1859, and 
. . ' 
Denman of San Francisco in 1860 ,, .. show · that t}?.ey were in 
favor of having ~ssistants to relieve the' head teacher so 
that he would .have time to help .teaC?hers in coordinating 
the work of t _h~ whole school system. . 
In 1863 Superintendent Seton of the state of New 
York advised his superint,e1:1dents _~_·t~ give their principals 
more time to visit the classrooms, to correct errors of 
discipline an~ _, to counsel . and _give practical instruction to 
the inexperienced teacher. Also the principals needed to 
? J. CaJce Morrison; "The Principalship Develops Supervisory 
Status,' Tenth .Yearbook, Bulletin of . the ·Department of Ele-
mentary School Principals, Vol. 10, . 1931, page 157. · 
devote more time to school records.·8 
A rather brief account of the emerging elementary-
school principalship is given by Goodykoontz and Lane. 9 
They report that as the school enrollments increased there 
was need forassistant teachers.· Several things happened 
7 
to help alleviate the -situation. · The Lancasterian system. 
with its monitors flourished;· additional rooms and teachers 
were added to the initial unit;~ large school was divided 
into primary, intermediate, and grammar departments each with 
a teacher in cha~ge, and finally these departments were broken 
down into grades. 
"Somewhere· along the . line - no _one knows 
exactly when - it became the practice to desig-
nate one of the teachers. as 'principal teacher' 
or as 'p~indipal' and to give him responsibility 
for making such adjustments as were required and 
for coordinating the activities of the 'assistant' 
teachers." 10 · 
An excerpt taken by Goodykoontz and Lane ·from 
the 1838 Annual Report of the Trustees and-Visitors of the 
Common Schools of Cincinnati states: 
11 The Board has endeavored. to place the 
control of the houses, so far as the regulation;·. 
of scholars is concerned.,· under tne charge of 
principals to whom the assistants a~e subject 
in minor arrangements of· govern.ment, classifi-
cation, etc." Il . •· .. 
8 Worth McClure, Op. cit., PP• 163-164. 
9 Bess Goodykoontz and Jessie A~ L~ne, 11 The·Elementary 
School Principalship,'' Bulletin No. 8, 1938, Office of 
Education, Washington, D. c., pp. 2~3~ 
10 Ibid. Page 2. 
11 Ibid. Page 2. 
The Building Principal 
With the rapid increase in population in towns 
and cities there came a need for school building adminis-
tration semi-independent from the main system1 s adminis-
tration. There was need for a building principal who would 
be re~ponsible to the central administration of the system 
and yet be in complete control in his own building. 
The practice of . freeing · .the principals of large 
schools from teaching became evident in 1860 as shown in 
a report by Superintendent Wells of Chica.go in 1859, which 
was mentioned .by Goodykoontz and Lane. 12 
About the time the building principal . idea was 
getting established the Civil War came along, checking this 
movement toward a princi:palship and. provision of time for 
supervision. Cubberley stated that: 
· "Up to about · 1880 at the North and 1890-
· 1900 at the South, however, educational devel-
opment and expansion ·came but slowly; expenses 
were kept down, school buildings were kept 
simple and along established lines, few new 
features were added to the curriculum, and 
few new school supervisory officers were 
employed. 11 13 
12 Bess Goodykoontz and Jessie A. Lane, Op. cit., page 3. 
13 E. P. Cubberley, Public Education in the United States, 
Houghton 1iiifflin Co., Boston, 1934, pp. 429-430. 
After the Civil War, cities grew rapidly and en-
rollments in public schools increased. to the extent that 
the superintendents could not supervise all the work of 
the buildings in the school. systems, so the principal of 
each building was relieved of part of his teaching duties 
in order that he might do the supervision previously done 
by the superintendent. 
Each principal according to lvicMurry 14 was held 
responsible for. the correctness of the reports .that came 
from his school. He had to report on conditions of the 
buildings, heating; lighting, fire drills, and seating. 
He had to make estimates of needed supplies; he had to see 
to their p11oper distribution and adjustments. The principal 
had to interview parents., know absentees, folJ_ow up cases 
~f truancy, et cetera. Practically all t~ings were con-
sidered except supervision of instruction. 
Certification and Qualifications 
of the Elementary-School Principal 
The issuing in the severa~ states of teaching 
certificates for· elementary teachers and for elementary 
principals in the past was performed by many agencies. 
14 Frank M. _:Mc:Murry, Elementary School Standards, World 
Company., Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York., 1913., page 186. 
9 
10 
These agencies ranged from the local minister, schoo~ board, 
and county superintendent to .various .state agencies. Kap.sas 
has had all of those agencies of certification with perhaps 
the exception of the minister. 
The certification of the elementary-school principal 
as an administrator in Kansas prior to January 1, 1948, has 
been.limited to the certification required of the classroom 
teacher. This .meant that the academic and profes,sional 
training of the principal varied in recent years from that 
.of a high-,school diploma to that of a master's degree or 
beyond. Yet, any one who had the minimum requirement for 
classroom teaching was l~kewise eligible to become an ele-
mentary-school principal. 
~he extent of traiping and experience which a par-
ticular position required was s~t up by the local board of 
education or superintendent of schools of the school system. 
What, then, should be done about the certification 
requirements and qualifications of those who a.re to become 
elementary-school administrators? 
The answer may be easier to determine if we re-
view a portion of the history of certification of ele-
mentary-school principals. in.the United States. 
11 
In a study. made by B.. H. Peterson 15 in 1937 he 
found that twenty-eight s:tates, or 57 .1 per cent of the 
forty-eight states, also the District of Columbia., required 
spec ia.l cert if icat ion of e le rnent ary-school princ ipa.ls; while 
twenty-one, or 42.9 per cent, did not require special certi-
, . ' 
fica.tion. Peterson also found that prior to 1910 no states 
. ' . . . 
required special certificates for elementary principals. In 
the decade 1910-1920, five states had special certificates;. 
between 1920 a.nd 1930 seven states required special certi-
ficates and from 1930 until the time of' Peterson's study 
the number requiring special certification was raised to 
sixteen states~ 
In a survey made in 1936, Churchill and Otto 16 
found as did Peterson that twenty-one states did not require 
special certificates for elementary-school ._ p~incipals. Those 
. . ; . ' 
states_were Arka~sas, ?olorad?, ~lor~~a, Geor~ia, Idaho, 
' . . . 
Kansas, Massachusettes, Michigan, Mississippi, Nebraska, 
. . . . 
Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
. , . . 
Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia and Wisconsin. 
15 B· H. Peterson, rr Certifica.t ion of Administrators in the 
United States," School and Society, Vol. 45, 1937, pp.?84-786. 
16 Claire Churchill and Henry J. Otto, "Ce:ritification Require-
ments for the·Elementa.ry-school. Principa.ls, 11 •Fifteenth Year-
book, Part II, National Elementary Principal, 1936, pp. 196-
202. 
12 
An earlier study by Churchill and Otto 17 reported 
in 1936 revealed that during the . period of 1928-193_6, sixteen 
states made special requirements for elementary-school prin-
. . 
cipals' certification, namely, Arizona, Illinois, Iowa, Louis-
. . 
iana, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, New 
York, .. North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsy.lvania, Rhode Isiand, South 
Carolina .and Texas • . This represents a gain of 43 per cent in 
approximately seven years. 
The Research Division of the National Education 
Association 18 conducted a nation-wide survey in 1944, the 
purpose of which was to find out how much progress had been 
made by state governmental ~nits in ~equiring a special 
certificate for persons holding the position of an elemen-
tary-Bchool principal. 
This survey sta.tes that nineteen states and the 
District of Columbia require elementary-school principal 
to hold a clearly defined special certificate in addition 
to a typ~cal teacher•~ certificat~. In seven other states 
(_Arkansas, Georg~~' Louisiana~ North Car?lina, Oregon, Penn-
sylvanii~ and West Virginia) a special principal's certi-
ficate was provided for by law but was not mandatory when 
17 Bulletin of the Department of Elementary School Prin-
cipals, The Seventh Yearbook, April 1928, page 392. · 
18 Research Division, National Education Association, 
Washington, D. C'.:, "State ·certification of Elementary· 
School Principals:," The National Elementary Principal, 
Vol. 2, June 1945, pp. 6-13. 
the survey was made ( 1944).. In the . survey .it .was found ~-that 
in Texas the state accrediting c·ommittee gives a statement 
of approval but this statement is not_ considered to be a 
certificate required by law. 
13 
The survey by the Research _ Divisi_on or the Nation-
al Educational Association reveals further data. or the 
twenty states where a specis.L certificate~ is mandatory the 
legal bases are: three by statute; fourteen by ruling or 
the state board of education; and three by both statute and 
by state board rules. 
The special certificate for elementary school ad-
·-· ·•-
ministrators has been given several names. This, special 
credential · is designated by nine states as the elementary 
school principal's certificate; two others ca11· it an ad-
ministrative .certificate; one, a certificate in elementary 
school administration; one uses the term administrative 
principal certific~te . (or teaching principal certificate); 
one refers to it as graduate state certificate; one calls 
it supervising elementary pri?\cipal certificate (or teach-
ing elementary principal certificate); one, an administra-
tion and supervision certificate; o~e __ calls it elementary.: 
administrative certificate; one uses the term superin-
tendent~principal certificate; and one (New Mexico) refers 
to it as master teacher's certificate. 
That there is no uniformity a·s to the agencies 
issuing certificates is supported by Peterson 19 who found 
that in thirty-five per cent of the states state board regu-
lations governed certification requirements. This meant 
that sixty-five per cent of the 'states round it rather dif-
ficult to modify the certificate requirements of school 
teachers,_ because these states must wait for the . state . leg- · 
isiatures to meet to change the certification laws. Those 
' ' 
states which have sta~e board _ control _ may have regulation~ 
changed by calling a meeting to make the necessary change. 
If there is a choice between the state board of education 
and state law regulation of certification of teachers 
Peterson in 193? said, 
"The most desirable set-up regarding 
the regulation of the certification of 
school men is that the state board of ed-
ucation have c6mplete authority. Such 
control permits :raather rapid changes in 
certification requirements when deemed 
necessary. 11 20 · --
Professiona'i, Academic and .Experience Requirements 
14 
The professional and academic requirements vary 
considerably from state to state. The teaching experience 
which a person needs before he is certified as an elementary 
19 B. H. ·Peterson, "Certification of Administrators iri the 
United States," School and Society, Vol. 45, 193'7, pp. ?84-
786. . 
20 Ibid. 
principal ranges from no experience in one state to eight 
years . in another. 
Woellner and Wood 21 in their 1945-46 report on· 
requirements for certification o:f elementary--school prin-
.cipals found the following information: : Twenty states : made 
spe~ific professional requirements for elementary-school 
principals'{ certificates • . · The requirements ranged from 
four to forty semester hours. There was an averag~ of 19.3 
semester hours per .. state with a median requirements of 
approximately eighteen semeste~ hours. 
Nineteen states ·required courses in elementary 
school administration. 
Four states required courses on the organization 
and function of elementary . and secondary schools. Four · · 
. . 
states required courses in curriculum. -One state (Arizona) 
required a two-hour course in statistical methods. 
Two states (Delaware and Michigan) specified. a 
course in· educational psychology. 
15 
Three states . (Arizona, New Jersey, and .District : of 
Columbia) required courses. in organization of school systems. 
·'.,~)i ·, 
Michigan required a course in history of eau·ca-
tion. Delaware required educational tests and measurements. 
The requirements of seven states ranged from no 
21 R. C. Woellner and M. -Aur~lla Wood, Requirements .!Q.!: 
Certification of Teachers ·!!!!.Q. Administrators for Elementary 
Schools, Secondary Schools and Junior Colleges, Tenth Edition, 
1945-46, The University or Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois. 
specified number of hours to seven hours of professional 
courses which are either elective or optional. 
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Arizona required a course iri state school law. 
Four states (Colorado, Louisiana, Michigan and 
Nebraska) ~equ~red practicg teaching ranging from three to 
five semester hours. Colorado accepts thr~e years of teach-
ing experience not n~cessarily at elementary level, in lieu 
of practice teaching. 
Two st~tes (Michigan and Maryland) required courses 
in priniiples or methods of teaching. Nebraska required two 
hours of physiology and hygiene. Nine states required that 
the principal have a ~eachingcertificate of some type. 
Eight states required _that teaching certificates 
be for the elementary grades and fi~e of those states speci-
fied that training be in e~ernentary __ teaching preparation. 
Sixteen states required a bachelor's d~gree or 
its equivalent. Three states required a master's degree. 
Three states and the District of Columbia speci-
' ··' 
fied teaching experience in elementary schools as a require-
ment. 
Thirteen states required some type of teaching 
experience but did not require that it be ~n elementary 
schools. ·. 
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A studY. conducted 1.)y B• H. Peterson 22 revealed . 
that of the twenty-eight states requiring elementary admin-
istrative certificates nineteen required two to five years 
of professional ~xperience, sev~nteen required a bachelor's 
degree _or better. The median number of hours of education 
courses required was twenty. The median number of hours of 
educational _administration courses required was six. The 
median term of validity of' certificates ·in years was five. 
Henry J. Otto in discussing the _trend in the 
training of ele~entary-school principals wrote the following: 
"The training of principals, as mes.sured 
by -college courses taken and degrees received, 
has gradually improved. Various investigations 
made since 1926 have shown that year by year an 
increasing number ·of principals have secured 
the bachelor's degree, th~ general average now 
being well over , 50 per cent holding the bach-
elor's degree with nearly.one-fifth holding a 
master's · or higher degree. The · men far surpass 
the women in amo~nt of training. This differ- · 
ence may . be due, · perhaps, to the fact that a 
greater percentage of women were appointed 
some years ago when the requirements were much 
less· than at p1.,esent. Another explanation may 
be that a greater percentage of women have been 
promoted from elementary-schoolteaching posi-
tions. Plausible explanation, however, should 
not be accepte~ as justi.fication for inadequate 
preparation for the position held." 23 
22 B. H. Pete:rson, "Certi.fication of Administrators in the 
United _States," School and Society, Vol. 45, 1937, pp.?84-
786. 
23 Henry J. Otto, Elementary School Organization and Admin-
istration, D. Appleton-Century Co., New York, 1944,page 552. 
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Elementary-school principals over a quarter century 
ago began to realize the importance of their position in the 
school systems. In order to raise the status of their pro-
fession,theybegan an organization in 1921 on a nationwide 
scale. 24 Their organization was called the Department of 
Elementary ~chool Principals. of.the Nati_onal Education 
Association. Their first Yearbook was published in 1922. 
Kansas elementary principal~ iikewise saw the need 
for bettering their position in the teaching profession so 
on January 24, 1931, they organized the Kansas Association 
of Eler.ientary Principals "to add dignity and to profession-
alize the posit ion of elementary principal." n In 1935 
there was interest expressed in the.pending sch~ol legis-
lation and in highe~ certification with b~tter salaries." 23 
From the minutes. of the February 8, 1935, meeting 
of the Kansas Association of Elementary Principals: 11 A 
motion was made.and carried-that the 03:'ganization go on 
record favoring the certi.fication bi'll. 11 26 
The same.minutes reveal, "Miss Brown spoke on the 
new certification.bill, and called attention to the fact 
that there are'now no special board of education requirements 
24 Ibid. Pag~ 551. 
25 Highlights from Minutes of Kansas Association of Elementary ' 
Principals·as printed.in Kansas Elementary Principal, Vol. IV, 
April 1946, pages 4-5. · · 
26 c. P. Wetlaufer, "Minutes from·the records of Kansas Asso-
ciation of Elementary Principals,I' February 8, 1935. 
for cities of the first- and second-class. The new bill is 
clear, understandable, and raises the standards. There are 
197 agencies granting certifi,ca.tes at, this time. n. 
This statement certainly indicates that there was 
a need for fewer certification age~cies. 
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In 1936 there was continued interest and effort to 
support the Certification Bill. 27 The Kansas Association of 
Elementary Principals in 1941 still encouraged the raising 
of requirements of elementary principals. 28 
F. Floyd Herr, Secretary of State Board of Educa-
tion wrote an explanation in the Ka~sas Elementary Principal, 
the of.ficial paper of the Kansas Association of Elementary 
Principals, regarding the passing of the new regulation 
req,uiring the. elementary principal' s certificate. This 
regulation was passed by _the State Board of Educatio,n, 
~ebruary 9, 1945. 
There has been considerable concern over the 
meager requirements for teacher certification and as Mr. 
Herr said: 
11 It is opvious that the principal as a 
professional leader in the elementary school 
. should possess minimum qualifications super-
ior to those required of teachers. However, 
even though no attention had been focused 
upon the position, it was possible for an 
elementary principal to occupy that position 
by hoiaing the certificate carrying the low-
est qualifications of any certificate under 
27 Op. cit. Kansas ·Elementary Principal, page 5. 
28 Ibid. Page?• 
which a teacher may .quaiiry for teaching·· 
position. We, therefore, consider it essen-
tial_that the principal's professional re-
quirements must : be incre·ased prior to the 
increasing of the minimum qualifications 
fpr teachers." 29 . 
Many problems resulted from .the rather sudden 
increase in certificate requirements. Mr. Herr explains 
the solution of some of them. 
"When the new Boa.rd of .Education was 
organized, they approved the certificate 
regulations as they stood~ . The _regulations, 
therefore, are now well established with · 
definite approval of all those charged with 
the administration of certificate regulations. 
. flin formulating the policies to govern 
certification of elementary principals, .it was 
decided that protection should be given to 
those individuals with ·experience and a rea;.;. 
sonable amount of education; therefore, · those 
holding . a . minimum. of -sixty ·_semester hours 
credit who have had three or .more years ex-
perience as a principal subsequent to September 
1, 1940, in. a grade A: elementary school or in 
a first ~or secorid class city ~lem~ntary school 
may be granted the elementary principal's certi-
ficate upon application. rt ·was the opinion of 
the group recommending .and.adopting the certi-
ficate that the sixty .hour certificate repre-
sented the minimum educational attainment 
which should be .. recogriizea.· 
"It was decided · to grant -a second ele-
mentary principal's certificate upon appli-
cation. This procedure would provide those 
principals who did not .have a. degree suf-
ficient . time in which to attain the degree 
status by 1954 through summer school attend-
ance. 
29 F. Floyd Herr, Kansas Elementary,: :E!:1,!}cipal, "Elementary 
Principal's Certificate," Vol. IV, April 1946, page 3. 
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"The Provisional Administrator's ' certifi-
cate based upon a Masi?er's degree leading 
to a Life Administrator's certificate· is the 
only .means provided whereby elementary 
principals may secure a. life certificate. It 
is hoped that the time may be reached when 
the Master's degree will be required for an 
elementary principal's certificate the same 
as for a high school principal's certificate. 
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"The same tota.l amount of professional 
education is required in the elementary certif-
icate as is required for the degree certificate 
for teachers; however, twelve·of the eighteen 
semester hours are designated, namely, Practice 
Teaching or three years teaching experience,· 
· three semester . hours credit ( credit is not given 
for three years of .teaching experience but 
eliminates the three semester hour requirement 
for. Practice Teaching and leaves the total re-
quirements fifteen semester hours in place -of 
eighteen _semester hours), _Educational Psychology, 
3 semester hours,· and six .semester hours credit 
in Organization, Admiriistration, arid Supervision 
of element~ry schools~ In t .he event the degree 
certi.f.ice.te ha_::J -already b~·en secured and the 
professional educational-requirements do not 
include ·the s·ix _semester hours in Organization, 
Administration, ar1d Supervision · of · Elementary 
Schools, then additiona.Lcours.e . s must be taken. 
Such additi'onal c·ourses may be of either the · 
undergraduate or the graduate level so far as 
qualifying is conce1 ... ned. If the graduate courses 
are in excess of the reqfiirements for the degree 
certificate for teachers, then that credit may 
also apply .on a Provi~ional Administrator's 
certificate when a Master's degree is earned. 
"The form . of the certificate has not y_et 
been devised, and the certificate will not be 
issued until some time · during the calendar 
year of 194'7. The State Superintendent 
with the approval of the State Board of Edu-
cation under present law determines the pro-
·cedure for issuing elementary principal' s 
certificates. Present regulations do not . 
attempt . todesigne.te what procedure shall 
be followed after 1954. 
"At the present time some of the colleg·es 
offering Master's degree work are organizing 
new courses to meet this requirement." 30 
A little over a yea.r ·after the adoption of the 
new regulation on elementary schooL principal' s certifi-
cation, Joe Burke 31 , tben president of the ·Kansas Associa-
tion of Elementary Princ-ipals, ·sent out a letter on March 
28, 1946, at the suggestion of the State _Board of Edt1.cation, 
to 900 elementary-school principals in Kansas. This letter 
asked that the principals list: first, the items they would 
,.. -... -~· 
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suggest be included in a six-hour course in elementary super-
vision, o:r,ganization and admini$tration to be offered by 
colleges of Kansas; and second, the items they thought; 
should not be included in such a course. 
Over 500 principals returned the letter with their 
suggestions. A copy of the letter and the results .. may be 
found on page~ 145 to 150 of the Appendix. 
Below is given the regulation which becomes effec-
tive September 1, 1948, concerning the issuance of the Ele-
mentary Principal' s Provisional Certificate. 
11 A. Elementary Prlncipal's Provisional 
Certificate:, Beginning>September 1, -1948,-
an Elementary Principal's Provisional Certif-
icate shall be held by each person holding 
3o lbid. Page 3 
31 lnformation obtained by writer by letter communication 
with Joe Burke. 
- the position of nElementary Principal". The 
Elementary PrincipalJs Pro~isional Certifi-
cate shall entitle the holder thereof to hold 
the pe~itio~ of principal 6~ teacher in any 
ele~entary school in Kansas. 
1. The ·'-Elemeri.tary-·Priricipal' s Provisional 
Certificat~ §hall be valid for -~ te~m 
of -three yea.rs and may ·be renewed in 
accordance · with regulations of the 
State .. Department of Education. 
The applicant for the initial Ele men-
tary Prin6ipal's Provisional Certificate 
shall present: · 
a. A transc~ipt of : c~edit showing 
an A. ·a.; B~ ·.s., B. S. in Education, 
or Ph. B. degree and 18 semester 
hours in education as a .part of, 
or in addition to the degree 
mentioned ibove, of which 6 sem-
ester hotirsr ·credit shall be•in 
6rganizitiori, admini~tration, ana · 
super~i~ion bf~elemefttary schools.; 
b. The applicant shall present evidence 
showing . two·years of successful 
e~perience. a~ ari ele~entary teacher, 
one year of .which must be in a 
graded school'. 
2.This certificate may be ·renewed for three-
year ·periods uponppesentation of eight 
semester hours' graduate . credit in elemen-
tary education. The credit must be from 
courses applicable to the Elementary 
Principalf' s Life Certificate, - and must be 
earned within the three-year period prior 
. to the date of filing application for the 
, renewal. _ - · · ·  - ·. 
3 ·.until September · 1, -·1954; - this certificate 
may be ·· renewed on ·application . and the 
presentation of .evidence of .one year of 
successful experience obtained during the 
validity _of the ce~tifi~ate. 
n On and after. January 1, 1948, and until 
January 1, 1950, the state superintendent will 
_ issue an Elementary Principal' s Provisional 
Certificate to the applicant who has served as 
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elementary Principal in Kansas for two or more 
years 'subsequent to September 1, 1940, provided 
the applicant holds a valid certificate and has 
obtained sixty or more semester hours' credit. 
Certificates granted under the provisions of 
24 
this paragraph may be renewed upon presentation 
of 8 semester hours' credit, in courses applicable 
in meeting requirements for an Elementary Prin-
cipal' s Life Certificate. Renewal .requirements 
under this provision must'be completed and the 
application filed within the 90 days immediately 
following the expiration date of the certificate 
for which a renewal is sought. 
B. Elementary Principal1 s Life Certificate. 
The Elementary Principal's Life Certificate may 
be issued at the expiration of the Elementary 
Principal's Provisional Certificate provided 
the applicant's credentials show: 
1. That he holds the Elementary Principal1 s 
Provisional Certificate. 
2. That he has secured three years of suc-
cessful experience as an elementary 
school principal. 
3. That he holds ·a Master's degree with a 
major in elementary education of which 
not less than 16 semester hours' .credit· 
shall be in organitation, administration, 
supervision, curriculum, and maintenance, 
of elementary schools on the local, county, 
state, and national levels. 
Provided, That after January 1, 1948, and 
until January 1, 1950, any elementary principal 
who hblds a Master's degre~ in elementary edu-
cation and who has served successfully as an, 
elementary principal in Kansas for th~ee or more 
years subsequent to September 1, 1940, shall be 
entitled. to an Elementary Principal' s Life 
Certificate upon application." 32 
32 Certificate Handbook, Kansas State Board of Education, , 
Regulation V, Section ? , Adminis.trator' s Certificates, 
January 1, 1948, page?, Topeka, Kansas. 
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A recent regulatio~ of the State Board of Edu-
cation 33 states: "The requirement that principals of .four-
teacher elementary schools be required to have the elemen-
tary principal's cer~ificate shall not become effective 
until September 1, 1949." 
33 From Regulations ·approved by the Kansas State Board 
of Education in Topeka, Kansas, April 19, 1948. 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
AND 
Wl.ETHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Statement of Problem 
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-There is considerable evidence that there is a 
wide range of qualifications of elementary-school principals 
in Kansas school systems. The problem is (1) how to obtain 
information rega~ding the qualifications that element~ry-
,--
school principals- feel should be required for their wo1•k; 
and (2) what means oi-1 methods ~hey use in supervision, 
administration, and the performance of ·other -school duties. 
Method of Procedure 
The data for this study were obtained in part from 
the latest rules and regulations on certification of teachers 
and administrators as issued by the department of public in-
'struction of each of the forty-eight states and of the District 
of Columbia. 
The information obtained and compiled from the 
rules and regulations pertaine~ ~o __ the minimum requirement 
for the issuance of an elem~ntary-school administrator's 
certificate. The items considered were: college degree re-
quired, number of years and kind of teaching experience 
necessary, the number of' semester hours professional train-
ing and courses required, and the type of teaching certifi-
cate required ·with the administrative certificate if any. 
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The main portion of'the data were obtained from 
an inquiry blank which the writer prepared and mailed to 
elementary-school principals in • Kansas ·. From it he hoped 
to get information which would reveal the actual practices 
of the principals in their schools. A copy of the inquiry 
blank may be found in Appendix A. 
Information was requested as to sex of the prin-
cipal, the highe_st college degree _ held, or if no degree 
number of college hours completed. The writer requested 
information'· conc:erning th~ experience of the principal, his 
toial teaching e~perience, his total number of years as 
. . 
principal, total years as t~aching principal, total years 
·as _supervising. principal, the number of years in present 
position and the number of pupils and teachers under his 
supervision. 
In making out the other questions the w1~iter 
decided to use the multiple-choice type in which prin-
cipals checked one answer t;ro~ a num1?er _of options. Of' the 
total .of eighteen questions asked seventeen were of'the 
multiple-choice · type, ten of . which allowed several answers 
to be ranked in order of importance. The last question 
asked was one in which several choices .were to be checked. 
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The type , of inquiry blank which was used probably · 
gave a ·better picture of the qualifica~ions and duties as · 
performed by the Kansas elementary principal than the common-
ly used~ or .!!Q. type of questionnaire. The~ or n9. 
type does not give th~ -person checking it more than one of 
two choices. Since opinions and ,practices of the elementary 
principals in Kansas were desired a or .!!£. type answer 
was not considered adequate. 
The inquiry blank was· made to cover several phases 
of the principalship. It requested the opinions of the prin-
cipals . on .college training includi~g professional courses 
and qualifications for the beginning principal other than 
,. . , .. ·~ 
college .training, __ such . as type o~ .. expe.rience and ability 
to understand children. Eight questions dealt with supervision 
of instruction. One question dealt with how to help the 
teacher to decrease discipline problems. Two questions 
dealt with teacher problems. One question requested in-
formation from the principal as to which groups he consid• 
ered . should be a~quainted ~ith the policies and practices 
of the principal. Two questions dealt .with public and 
community relations. 
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Principals Receiving the Inquiry Blank* 
All elementary-school principals of the first-
and second-class -cities were sent an inquiry blank regard-
less of the number of teachers or pupils under their super-
vision. 
Not all third-class city elementary principals 
were sent inquiry blanks • .. The principals receiving them. 
were those ~ho headed schools having a. minimum of five 
teachers including the principal. The basis for such a 
decision was ma.de on the suggestion of' the Elementary School 
Supervisor in the _offic~_ ot; ~he ___ S~~~-~--Su~erintendent of 
Public Instrq~_tion who said that starting September 1, 1948, 
principals of elementary schools ha.ving five or more teach-
ers including _the principal will be_ required to hold an 
elementary school administrator's certificate. 
It was assumed that in schools having fewer than 
five teach~rs including principal, the principal probably 
was doing full time teaching, with no time set aside for 
supervisory or administrative duties. 
The names of principals, their salaries, school 
locations and the number of teachers in each school were 
obtained from the Annual Elementary School Reports to the 
* List of cities from which inquiry blanks were returned 
is in Appendix C. 
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State Superintendent of Public Instruction at Topeka, Kansas. 
All data were based upon the school year 1947-48. 
The -total number of inquiry blanks mailed March 12, 
1948, was 523, of which-155 were sent to elementary-school 
principals of first-cla·ss cities, 185 to elementary...;school 
principals of second-clas-s cities, and 183 to third-class · 
city elementary-sch?ol ·principals. 
Of 523 inquiry blanks sent out 252 _usable blanks, 
or 48 per cent, were returned by the April 12th deadline, 
set by the writer. ·. The number' of usable replies was: ninety-
six from first-class, ninety-two from second-class and· sixty-
four from third-class cities. 
Of the 252 blanks returned there were many items 
not properly checked. · In app11 oximately thirty cases the 
questions which required ranking were -either not ·completed 
or were not properly marked~ In some cases check marks in-
stead of _figures were : used ·and in others the .questions were 
omitted completely. Some principals made the error ·of. rank-
ing the questions themselves · rather than the individual 
items in each question. The remainder of the questions were 
quite : well checked except ·ror a few omissions. 
The answers were carefuily tabulated on frequency 
charts. If there was any doubt about what the principal 
meant by his mark, the information was not used. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
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The data in this study are presented in the order 
in which they were obtained. Those obtained from the in-
quiry blank are presented in the order in which the ques-
tions appeared. All. information is based on the. school 
year 1947-48. 
Table I on pages 32 to 39 is a compilation of the 
la.test minimum rEJquirements for certification of elementary-
school principals as found in the rules and regulations of 
the forty-eight states and the District of Columbia. The 
data were obtained by the writer in January, 1948. The 
footnotes on each page of the table give explan~tion for 
any irregularities in the rules and reguJa tions. 
Tables II and III on pages 40 and 41 show the 
distribution of salaries for elementary-school principals 
of Kansas first~ and second-class cities who were sent 
inquiry blanks and who reported their salaries to the State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction in their Elementary 
School Report for the school year 1947-48. 
The median, quartiles and semi-inter quartile 
range as well as the total range of salaries for men and 
I 




Compilation by States of Minimum Requirements for Certification 
of Elementary-School Administrators. Data Obtained in 1948 
from Rules and Regulations for Teacher Certification 
Provided by .Departments of Education of States and 
District of Columbia 
Requirement 
I. Degree Required 
II. 
A. Bachelor's or 
Equivalent{'" 
B. Master's or 
Eq u vale nt*,f 




a. 1 year 
b. 2 years 
c. 3 years 
d. 4 years 
e. 5 years 
* Four years training~ ** Five years training. 
States 
Al&bama, Arizona, Colorado, Connect-
icut, Delaware, _Florida, Georgia., 
Idaho, Iowa, Kansas a, Kentucky, 
Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, 
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New·Jersey, 
New York, North Dakota, Ohio·, Utah, 
Vermont. 
Arkansas, California, District of 
Columbia, Indiana, Louisiana, Miss-
ouri, New Mexico, North Carolina, 
Pennsylvania.., West Virginia. 
Wyoming 
California., Florida, Kansas, Ohio b, 
Washington.· · 
Connecticut, Maryland, Utah, West 
Virginia. 
none 
District of Columbia. 
a In Kansas this requirement does not go into effect for four-
teacher elementary schools until September 1, 1949. 
b Ohio requires 24 months experience. 
III. 
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TABLE I ( continued) 
Requirement States 
B. Other Elementa1,y or 
Secondary Supervi~-ion 
a. 1 year 
b. 2 yea.rs 
c. 3 years 
a. 4 years 
e. 5 years 
f. 6 years 
Total Semester Hours 
Professional 
Requirements 
a •• 6 hours 
b. 8 hours 
.C • ·12 hours 
a. 14 hours 
e. 15 hours 
f. 16 hours 
g. 18 hours 
h. 20 hours 
Delaware 
Iowa, Minnesota. 
Alabama, Arizona, Ar1r.ansas, Colo-
rado c, _District of Columbia, 
Georgia, Indiana, Mississippi, New 







Idaho, North Carolina d. 
Arkansas, West Virginia. 
Arizona1 Connecticutd, New Mexico. 
North Dakota. 
Indiana, ·Kansas, Mississippi, 
Nebraska, New Hampshire · 
Colorado, Michigan. 
Teaching experience or practice teaching accepted. 
Graduate courses in Education. 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Requirement 
i. 24 hours 
j. 28 hours 
k. 30 hours 
1. 40 hours 






(1) 4 hours 
('e) 6 hou:ris . 
- ( 3) 12 hours. 
Required b~t number 
of hours not speci~ 
fied. 
b. Graduate 
(I) 6 hours 
(2) 8 hours 
(3) 18 hours 
States 
New Jersey, Wyoming. 
-New York. 
California, Delaware, Florida, 
Utah. 
District of Columbia. 
New York. 
Delaware, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, 
New Jersey. 
Florida. 
California, Colorado, District of 
Columbia, Georgia, Kentucky, Mary-
land, Mississippi, Nebraska, 1~ew· 
Mexico, Pennsylvania, ,Washington. 
Louisiana. 
Arkansas, West Virginia. 
New Hampshire. 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Requirement 
Required by 
number of hours 
not specified 
-2. Secondary _ 
a. Undergraduate 
·Required but 




number of hours 
Sta.tea 
Arizona,·connecticut, District of 
Columbia~ Illinois, Missouri, North 
Carolina, Uta.h. 
Kentucky. 
not specified. North Carolina. 
B. Organization 
and Functions 
of Elern.· and H.S. 
1. 6 hours required 
2. Required but number 





a. 6 hours 
b -. 8 hours 
Required but -
nurnbe r of hours 
not specified. 
New Jersey. 




California, Connecticut, Minnesota, 
Washington. 
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number of hours 
not specified. 
D. Statistical Methods 
Required but 
number of hours 
not specified. 
E. Educational Psychology 
1. 2 hours required 
2. 3 hours required 
3. Required but 
number of hours 
• not specified. 
F. Organization of 
- School Systems 
G. History of Education 
-Required but · 
number of hours 
not specified. 
H. Educational "Tests 
and Measurements 
1. 2 hours requi~ed 
2. 3 hours required 
3. 6 hours required 
4. Required but 
number of hours 
States 





Arizona; California, Florida 8 , 
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Utah. 
Florida e, Pennsylvania. 




not specified. California, Iowa, Indiana. 
6 Graduate courses in Education. 
TABLE I (continued) 
"Requirement 
I. Practice or 
Directed Teaching 
1. 2 semester hours 
2. 3 semester hours 
3. 4 semester hours . 
4. 5 semester hours 
5. 8 semester hours 
J. Methods or Principles 
of Teaching 
1. Required . but 
number ·of hours 
not specified. · 
2. 4 hours required 
K. Physiology . 
and Hygiene 
1. 2 hours required 
2. Required but 
number of hours 
not specified. 
L. Other Professional 
Courses 
1. Number of hours 
not specified. 
2. Number of ·. hours 
not specified. 
a. s ·hours 
b. 12 hours 
c. 14 hours 
Wyoming. 










Arkan~as~ California, Idaho, 
Michigan, North Carolina. 





TABLE I ( Continued) 
Requirement 
a. 24 hours 
M. Certification · 
_l • . Teaching Certificate 
Required 




Calif6rnia, Indiana, Michigan, 
Minnesota, New Hampshire, New 
Jersey, New York, . North Carolina, 
Ohio, Utah, Vermont, Washington, 
West Virginia~ 
Connecticut, Delaware, District 
of Columbia~ Wyoming. 
3. Elementary Grade 
Certificate Required Alabama, Arizona, Florida, Georgia, 




ico/ Wa~hington, West Virgihia. 
Alabama, Arizona, California, _Dela-
ware, Dist~of Col., Florida, !d~hof, 
Illinois, Indiana g,.Iowa, Kansas h, 
Kentucky, 1touisiana l., Maryland, · · 
Minnesota J, Mississippi, Missouri, 
Nebraska, New Hampshire k, New 
Jersey, New Mexico, New York 1, 
North Carolina., North Dakota, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Utah m, Vermont, 
Washington n, Wyoming. 
f Required after September 1, 1955~· .for elementary principal of 
schools of 4 or more teachers including principal~. 
g Required for principals of elementary schools of 8 teachers 
h or rr:ore _including principal. 
Required after September 1, 1948. 
i Effective July 1, 1947, for >principa.1s of elementary schools 
of 350 pupils or more. 
j Not ~require~ in small system. 
k Effective after July 1, 1948. 
1 Required for-principals of elementary schools of 10 teachers 
or more including principal. 
m Required .where there are 6 or more elementary teachers. 










TABLE I {concluded) 
States 
Georgia, West Virginia. 
Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, 
· qeorgia, ·Maine, Me.s sachusettes, 
Michigan, Montana, Nevada, Okla-
homa, Oregon, ·. Rhode Island, South 
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, 
Wisconsin. 0 . 
o Degree desirable,but ·not required. 
TABLE II 
Table Showing 1947-48 Distribution of Salaries for 153 
Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
. in First-Class Cities · 
Annual Salar:y: Men Women Total 
$4100 - 4299 0 1 1 
3900 - 4099 9 8 17 
3700 - 3899 11 8 19 
3500 - "3699 9 5 14 
3300 3499 7 14 21 
3100 - 3299 5 21 26 
2900 3099 . 2 10 12 
2700 - 2899 4 14 18 
2500 - 2699 1 15 16 
2300 - 2499 1 3 4 
2100 - 2299 0 3 3 
1900 - 2099 0 2 2 
Totals 49 104 153 
Median Salary $3599.00 $3146.00 $3264.00 
Q1 3269.00 2742.00 2846.00 
Q,3 3840 .oo 3443.00 2674.00 
Q, 285.00 350.00 414.00 
40 
Range $2400. - ~~4000. $1900.-$4200. $1900.-$4200. 
TABLE III 
Table _Showing 1947-48 Distribution of Salaries for 176 
Kansas Elementary-School Principals· 
in .Second-Class Cities 
.Annual Salari Men Women Total 
·$3500 - 3699 1 0 l 
3300 ·- 3499 ·4· 0 4 
3100 - 3299 5 0 5 
2900 - 3099 15 5 20 
2700 - 2899 16 9 25 
2500 - 2699 8 25 33 
2300 - 2499 6 21 27 
2100 - 2299 6 14 20 
1900 - 2099 3 13 16 
1700 ·- 1899 1 18 19 
1500 - 1699 1 3 4, 
1300 1499 0 1 1 
1100 - 1299 0 1 1 
Totals 66 110 1'76 
:Median Salar'y .$2799.00 $234'7.00 $2499.00 
Q.1 2313.00 1968 .oo · · 2129.00 
Q,3 3013 .oo - 2591.00 · 2787.00 
Q, 350.00 312.00 329.00 




Table IV on page 43 shows the distribution or 
salaries, the median salary, quartiles, semi-inter quartile 
range ~nd range o.f salaries of .- 175 elementary-school prin-
cipals of Kansas third-class cities. Third-class city 
schools having iessthan five teachers in.eluding principal 
were not included. 
Table Von page 44 gives the number by sex or 
the elementary principals.by class of city, the highest 
deg~ee held an?- _ t _he per _ can~ __ o~ __ t:ach __ -- ~f __ ~ity pri~c~-- _ 
p~ls _ holdi~g ___ eacl.1 ~YP8. _  o-!'_ _<1~gre.e_.,_ ,Als9_ -~9.-~w~_ ar.e _the nu~~er 
and p~~ce~tage of principals lri ~ach class of city having 
no degree. -~ 
Table VI on page 45 shows by class of city the 
number of college hours ·completed by the seventy-eight · 
elementary .principals who do not hold a college )- degree. 
The median, quartiles, and semi-inter quartile range of 
· the college hours completed by_ second- and third-class 
city princ_ipals are shown also. 
Table VII which is found on page 46 shows by 
class of city, the amount_ of teachi~g experience of 245 
Kansas elementary-school principals. The median, quar-
tiles and semi-inter quartile range of years of teaching 
experience are shown by class of city and of the total of 
all principals. 
"TABLE IV 
Table Shdwing -1947-48 Distribution of Salaries for 175 Kansas 
Elementary-School Principals in Third-Class Cities. 
School·s_ with Less than Five- on the Staff 
Not Included 
Annual Salari Men · Women Total 
$5000 5199 l 0 1 
4800 - 4999 1 0 1 
4600 47-99 1 0 1 
4400 - 4599 l 1 2 
4200 . - 4399 2 0 2 
4000 - 4199 1 0 1 
--· ·3900 - 3999 3 0 3 
3600 - 3799 8 0 8 
3400 3599 2 3 5 
3200 - 3399 7 l 8 
3000 3199 22 0 22 
2800 - 2999 13 0 13 
2600 - 2799 14 3 17 
2400 - 2599 24 5 29 
2200 - 2399 9 3 12 
2000 - 2199 12 9 21 
1800 - 1999 5 5 10 
1600 - 1799 4 8 12 
. 1400 - 1599 0 6 6 
1200 - 1399 0 1 1 
Totals 130 45 175 
Median Sala_ry $2757.00 . $2055.00 $2676.00 
Ql 2420.00 1706 .oo 2140.00 
Q3 3150.00 2470.00 3093.00 
-
Q 365.00 382.00 476 .50 
Range $1620.- 5000. $1395.- 4500. $1395 .- 5000. 
TABLE V 
Table Showing by Class of City the .. Distribution of 252 Ke.nsas Elementary-School 
Principals AccordingtoSex, Highest Degree Held, 
, and Percentage· of Principals Replying 
Who Hold Each .Type of. Degree ·· 
Tot • . Highest Degree Per Cent of Total Replying 
Class SEX No Prin. Held No No 
of' an-- R~ply- de- an- No 
City _ M F swer ing Bachelor' .s Master's gree swer Bachelor's Master's degree 
First 39 55 · 2 96 41 50 4 1 · 43.1 . 52.6 4.3 
Second 46 44 2 92 45 9 36 2 50.0 10.0 40.0 
Third 50 14 0'., 64 18 4 38 4 · 30.0 6.7 63.3 
Totals 135 113 4 252 104 63 '78 '7 42.4 ·25.7 31.~ 
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TABLE VI 
Table Showing by Class or· City College Hours Completed 
by 78 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
First Second Third 
Class - Class Class Total 
College Houras . Cities Cities Cities Princi12als 
Above 128 0 1•r, 0 1 
121 - 128 0 2 0 2 
113 - 120 0 1 1 2 
105 - 112 - 1 1 4 6 
97 104 0 3 6 9 
89 - 96 l 14 5 20 
81 - 88 l 2 3 6 
73 - 80 0 3 6 9 
65 - 72 1 4 1 6 
57 - 64 0 4 5 9 
49 · - 56 O· 0 l l 
41 - 48 0 0 3 3 
33 40 0 1 1 · 2 
25 32 •:\o 0 1 1 
l? - 24 · 0 0 1 1 
Totals 4 36 38 78 
Median 90.8 80.5 89 
Q1 '72.5 60.5 68.3 
Q3 94.3 98.5 97.0 
Q 10.9 . 19.0 14.3 
" ·,~ One principal has 185 college hours but no degree. 
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TABLE VII 
Table Showing by Class of City Total Years Teaching Experience 
of 245 Kansas Elementary-School P~inoipals 
Total Yea.rs First Second Third 
Teaching Class- Class Class Total 
Experience Cities Cities Cities Principals 
46 - 48 4 2 0 6 
43 - 45 0 3 0 3 
40 ~--_;42 1 1 0 2 
37 - 39 3 1 1 5 
34 - 36 4 5 1 10 
31 - 33 6 3 2 11 
28 - 30 10 6 2 18 
25 - 27 10 5 6 21 
22 - 24 11 11 3 25 
19 - 21 15 9 6 30 
16 - 18 / 8 8 10 26 
13 - 15 7 15 7 29 
10 - 12 3 9 '7 19 
7 - 9 '7 4 8 19 
4 - 6 2 4 8 14 
l - 3 0 5 2 7 
Totals 91 91 63 245 
Median 22.5 18.2 15.3 19.0 
Q,l 16.9 12.'7 8.65 12.'7 
Q,3 29.98 26.5 21.15 24.9 
Q 6.54 6.9 6.25 8.5 
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Table VIII on page , 48 shows by class of city the 
total years served as principal by 214 Kansas elementary-
school principals. The median, quartiles · and the semi-inter 
quartile range of total years as principal are shown by class 
of city and for the- total . of all principals. 
Table -IX on page 49 shows by class of ' city the 
total number of yea.rs ·served as teaching-principal by _the 
228 Kansas elementary-school principals who supplied the 
information on the inquiry blan.'k. The median, quartiles _ 
and semi-inter quartile range of total number of_ years as 
a ~eaching-principal a.re shown by class of city and for 
the total of all principals. 
Table- X on page) 50 shows by class of city the 
total years served as supervising principal by eighty-
nine Kansas elementary-school principals. The me.dian, 
quartiles and semi-inter quartile range are shown for each 
class of city and for the total of all principals. 
Table XI on pe.ge 51 shows by class · of c_ity the 
number of years 242 Kansas elementary-school principals 
served in their present position. The median, quartiles 
and semi-inter quartile range of years in present position 




Table Showing by Class of City T6tal Years Served as Principal 
by 214 Kansas Elementary-School Prin6ipals 
Total Years First . Second Third as Class Cla.ss.: Class · Total 
Princinal Cities Cities . Cities Princi:Qals 
34 - 36 0 2 0 2 
31 - 33 1 2 O · 3 
. 28 - 30 4 1 3 8 
25 27 5 2 0 7 
22 - 24 3 4 1 8 
19 - 21 4 2 3 9 
16 - 18 9 6 3 18 
13 - 15 6 7 6 19 
10 - 12 12 9 8 29 
7 - 9 12 9 · 4 25 
4 - 6 14 13 11. 38 
1 - 3 14 16 18 48 
Totals 84 73 57 214 
:Median 10 9 6-36 9 
Q.1 5 4 2.87 3.93 ' 
Q3 17 .17 15.88· 13.38 15.75 
Q 6.08 5.94 5.26 5.91 
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TABLE IX 
Table Showing by Class of City Total Years Served 
· as Teaching Principal by-228 Kansas 
Elementary-School -Principals 
· Total Years First Second Third 
as Teaching Class Class Class Total 
Princi12aL. Cities Cities Cities Princi12als 
34 - '36 0 1 0 - 1 
31 - 33 1 2 0 3 
28 30 - ,:3 3 2 8 
25 - .27 0 2 0 2 
22 -/,, 24 2· 2 2 6 
19 - 21 5 3 2 10 
16 - 18 5 6 3 14 
13 - 15 11 8 ? 26 
10 - 12 ?· 10 6 23 
7 - 9 ·14 9 5 28 
4 6 16 19 14 49 
1 - 3 22 19 17 58 
Totals 86 84 58 228 
Median 7.5 7.83 6.1 7.25 
Ql 2.9 3.84 2.6 2.9 
Q3 14.0 14.75 13.l 14.0 
Q 5.55 5.45 6.7 5.55 
-TABLE X 
Table Showing by Glass of City Total Years Served 
as Supervising Principal by 89 Kansas 
Elementary-School Principals 
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·Table Showing by Class o:f City the Number o:fYears 
Served in Present Position by 242 Kansas 
Elementary-Scho61 Principals 
Years in First Second Third 
Present Class Class Class Total 
Position Cities Cities Cities Princi2als 
37 39 0 1 0 1 
34 - 36 0 0 0 'O 
31 :.. 33. 1 4 0 5 
28 - 30 4 2 2 8 
25 - 27 3 4 0 7 
22 - 24 3 3 1 7 
19 - 21 5 6 0 11 
16 - 18 5 3 1 9 
13 - 15 2 0 3 5 
10 - 12 4 3 2 9 
7 - 9 11 3 . 3 17 
4 - 6 18 17 14 49 
1 - 3 3? 41 36 114 
Totals 93 8'7 62 242 
Median 5.1 3.9 2.6 3.92 
Q1 1.9 1.59 1.3 1.6 
Q3 12.31 18.0 5.75 10 .o 
.. 
Q 5.2 8.2 . 2.22 4.2 
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Table XII on page 53 .shows by class of city the 
number of pupiis under the supervision of 246 Kansas ele-
mentary-school principals. The median, quartiles and the 
semi-inter q':1artile range · of the number of pupils are shown 
. foi:i · each class of' city ana· also for the total of' schools 
reporting. One first-class, two second-class and three 
third-class city principals did not give information as 
to the number of pupiis under their supervision. 
·Table XIII on page 54 shows the number of teachers 
under the supervision bf 248 Kansas elementary-school prin-
cipals. The median, quartiles . and semi-inter quartile· 
range of the nurnbe.r of teachers under supervision ·or the 
principals are shown for schools in each class of city and 
for the total of all schools reporting. Two second-class 
and two third-class city principals did not report the 
number of teachers under their supervision. 
Table XIV on page 55 shows the amount of college 
training 235 Kansas elementary-school principals considered 
the minimum r~quirement for a principal to do his work 
satisfactorily. The information is analyzed by class or 
city and percentage of principals in each class of city 
and by the percentage of all princi~als who considered each 
item listed to be adequate training. 
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TABLE XII 
Table Showing . by Class of City the Number of Pupils under 
Supervision·· of 246 Kansas Elementary-School Principals{c-
Number or First Second Third 
Pupils Class Class Class Total 
Su2ervised Cities Cities Cities Princi2als 
750 - 799 1 0 0 1 
700 - 749 0 d 1 1 
650 - 699 2 0 0 2 
600 .;.:, J 649 1 0 0 1 
550 - 599 4 '2{ b 6 
500 549 2 1 0 3 
450 - 499 8 0 0 8· 
400 - 449 18 4 1 · 23 
350· 399 13 8 0 21 
300 349 19 10 1 30 . 
250 299 9 8 5 22 
200 - 249 5 17 8 30 
150 - 199 9 15 21 45 
100 - 149 2 13 18 33 
50 - 99· 2 8 6 16 
0 - 49 0 4 0 4 
Totals 95 90 61 246 
Median 355 214 165 · 241 
Q1 270 140 125 159 
Q3 434 312 204 307 
Q, 82 . 81 40 ·74 
-~ One principal of a first-class city, two or second-class 
cities, and three of third-class cities did not give in-
formation on number of pupils under their supervision. 
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TABLE XIII 
,Table Showing by Class of City the Number of Teachers under 
Supervtsion 6r 246 Kansas Elementary-School Principals* 
First Second Third 
Number of Class , Cla.ss Class Total 
Teachers Cities Cities . Cities Princi12als 
22 - 24 3 0 1 4 
19 - 21 2 1 0 3 
16 - 18 3 2 l 6 
13 - 15 12 4 1 17 
10 - 12 39 18 5 62 
7 - 9 25 25 22 72 
4 - 6 11 26 30 67 
1 - 3 1 14 2 17 
Totals 96 90 62 248 
Median . 10.3 7 6.4 8.1 
Q1 7.9 4.5 4.8 5.5 
Q3 12.5 9.9 s·.3 11.0 
Q 2.3 2.7 1.75 2.7 
" 9;(' Two principals second-class, cities and two or third-class of 
cities did not give information on number of teachers under 
their supervision. 
TABLE XIV 
Table Showing by Class of City Minimum Amount of College Training 235 Kansas 
Elementary-School Principals Feel Is Essential if an Elementary 
Principal.Is to Do His Job Satisfactorily 
First Per Cent Second Per Cent Third Per Cent Per Cent 
Class of class of 1 Class of of Total 
College.Training Cities Total Cities. Total. Cities Total Totals Res12onse 
30 Hours College Work 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 
60 Hours College Work 0 0 2 2.5 13 20.9 15 6.4 
90 Hours College Work 1 1.0 6 7.6 3 4.8 10 4.2 
8achelor1 s Degree · 31 33.0 ~3 54.5 33 53.3 107 45.5 
Master's Degree 50 53.4 26 32.9 11 17.'7 87 3'7.1 
More than Master's 
Degree 12 12.6 2 2.5 2 3.2 16 6.8 
Totals 94 100.0 '79 100.0 62 100.0 235 100.0 
c.n 
CJ'1 
Table XV on page 5? shows how 251 Kansas elemen-
tary-school principals felt regarding certain course re-
quirements and courses that they considered as optional or 
recommended in an elem~ntary principal's preparation. The 
percentage of principals_ checking an item required and the 
percentage considering an item optional is given. 
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Three elementary principals of first-class cities 
suggested that supervision techniques should be requ~red, .. 
and three others suggested that :gui9ance be 7:equired. 
Table XVI on page 58 shows by class of city the 
opinions of 234 Kansas elementary-school principals con-
cerning the kind of requirem~nts they beli_eved would make 
a highly qualified principal. The number and percentage 
-- -- · - . 
of total number. of principals in each class of city and · 
pe·rcentage of total of all princip_als who considered each 
item as -a high enough requirement , are given. 
Table XVII on page 59 ·shows by class of city the 
a.mount .and type of experience 245 Kansas elementary-school 
principals believe needed by a beginnin~ elementary-school 
principal. : Also shown·.~:a.re . the number and percentage of 
total number of principals. in each class of city and per-
centage of total of all principals who considered each 
item as sufficient for experience needed. 
TABLE XV 
Table Showing by Class 9f City \'Vb.at Professional College Courses 251 Kansas 
Elementary-School Principals Think Should be Required or Optional 
· in an Elementary Principal's Preparation 
Professional Courses 
Educational P~ichology 
. ·: -~. 
Child Development 
Elem. School Administration 
Elementary a.nd Secondary Admini-
stration 
Elementary Curriculum 
··Problems of the Teacher 




Tes.ts and Measurements. 
First Second Third ·Per Cent Per Cent 
Class Class Class of Total of Total 
































































































Table Showing by Class o.f ,City Opinions Held , by 234 Kans s. s ,,Elementary-School 
. Principals Concerning Requirerr:ents for a Highly Qualified .Principal 
Requirements 
For High t},ua.lity 
Principal · ' 
Require no ·more than 
Kanss_s state certifi-
cation requirements. 
Require more ·training 
than the Kansas 
requirement. 
Require more experi-






Kansas requirement. 12 
Choose the principal 
who understands child 
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Table Showing ·by Class of Gity the Amount and Type _of Experience 
245 Kansas Elementary-School Principals-· Believe a Beginning Principal Should Possess 
Type of Experience 
Needed by Elementary 
Principal 
First Per Cent Second Per Cent Third 
Class of Class · of Class ~ 
Cities . Total Cities Total . Cities 
No experience as 
teacher ·.in elementary 
school subjects.· 0 




3 t-0 5· year~ ·e1emen-
tary teaching ex-
perience. 47 
B6th experieh6e ·-~s a 
te~cher and super-
visor of elementary 
~chool subjects. 30 -
No experience ·but a 


































0 0 0 
16.7 
46.0 12_4 50.6 
38.1 79 - 32.3 
0 1 .4 
100.0 245 100.0 
('J1 
co 
Table XVIII on pag~ 61 shows by class of city 
the methods of supervision used by 226 Kansas elementary-
school principals in supel'vising the work of their schools. 
The number and percentage of total by class of city and 
percentage o_f total of all principals who considered each 
item as the preferred method of supervis~on are shown. 
Ta.bl(:) XIX on page 62 shows by class of city 
how 200 Kansas elementary-school principals make classroom 
visits. Shown also are the number and percentage of total 
by class of city and percentage of all Principals who con-
sidered each item as the preferred manner of making class-
room visits. 
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Table XX on page 63 _shows by class of city how 
227 Kansas elementary-school principals help teachers im-
prove instruction. The .table shows also the number and 
percentage of . principals of each class of city- and percent-
age of all principals who checlted the items as the best 
method .for helping the teacher to improve instruction. 
Tables XXI, XXII and XXIII found on pages 64, 65 
and 66 show the rank order given by Kansas elementary-
school principals of .first-, ~econd- and . third-class cities 
respectively to ways of bringing school activities to 
public attention. The mean rank order and the final rank 
order are shown on each table for each item ranked by the 
principals. 
TABLE XVIII 
Table Showing by Class of City the Methods of Supervision Used 
by 226 Kansas ··Elementary-School Principals 
Methods of First Per Cent Second Per Cent Third Per Cent Per Cent 
Supervision Used Class of Class of Class of of Total 
bi Princi:Qals Cities Total Cities Total Cities . Total Totals Re12lies 
Have frequent 
raculty meetings. 5 5.9 10 11.6 18 32.1 33 14.6 
Work. with each teacher 
individually. 54 64.3 42 · 48.8 24 42.9 120 53.0 
Let teachers bring ., 
their problems to them.11 13.l 20 23.3 5 8.9 36 15.9 
,. , __ . . . 
Make classroom visits. 12 14.3 9 10 .5 5 8.9 26 11.6 
Work out a complete· 
program to be followed 
during the year by 
the teacher. 1 1.2 5 5.8 2 3.6 8 3.6 
Let teacher ····work out 
own problems. 1 1.2 0 0 2 3.6 3 1.3 
Totals 84 100.0 86 100.0 56 100.0 226 100.0 
TABLE XIX 
Table Showing by Class · of City How 200 Kansas Elementary-School 
Principals Make Classroom Visits 
How Principals First Per Cent Second Per_. Cent Third Per Cent Make Classroom Class of Class of Class of Visits Cities Total Cities Total Cities rrotal '.lota1s·· 
Make surprise visits_. 17 24.3 33 41.2 25 50.0 75 
Make visits daily. 13 18.6 16 20.0 5 10.0 34 
Make scheduled visits. 26 3?.l l? 21.3 8 16.0 51 
Make visits only when 
called by the teacher. 14 20.0 14 17.5 12 24.0 40 










Table Showing by Class of City How 227 Kansas Elementary-School 
Principals Help Teachers Improv~ Instruction 
Methods Principals First 
Use to Help teachers Class 
Improve Instruction Cities 
Take over the teach-




Let weak teacher visit 
classroom of a success-
ful teacher who is con-
9 
2 
ducting a class. 28 
Have meetings in which 
best methods of in-
.. structiori are discussed 
and defuonstr~ted. 42 
Help the inexperienced 
teacher by requiring 
a plan book for all ···· 
the te~ch~r•s subjects 
which should. be checked 
by the prin~ip~l. 1 
Totals 82 
Per Cent Second Per Cent Third Per Cent 
of Class of Class of 














































Table Showing Rank Order Given by 88 .Kansas' Elementary-Sch~ol Principal~ of First-
Class Gitiesto -Ways for Bringi:gg School Activities to Public Attention 
-A B C . . : _D . F 
Report in 
local news_-
He.ve -on paper re-
Have special days sults of Use posters 
debates demonstrations comrhunit-y and display Have radio 
on current of work done .. surveys them in .. Publish programs 
Rank world on .class carried on prominent a school on local 
Order 12roblems 12rojects bi school :Qlaces 12a12er stations 
1 0 54 5 2 14 4 
2 0 7 31 13 16 13 
3 2 12 21 13 10 17 
4 8 5. 7 12 19 13 
5 3 2 4 24 7 14 
6 40 0 3 l 5 3 
Mean .Rank 5.53 1.6 2.?'7 3.7 3 3.45 
Final Rank 6 l 2 5 3 4 
0) 
TABLE XXII 
Table Showing Rank Order Given by 83 Kansas Elementary-School Principals of Second-· 
·Class Cities to Ways for Bringing School . ~ctivities to Public Attention 
A B C D E · F 
Report in 
local news-
Have on paper re-
Have . special days sults of Use posters 
debates demonstraticn community and display Have radio 
on current of' work·aone surveys them in · Publish programs 
Rank world on class carried on prominent a school on local 
Order problems pro 1jects by school places paper stations 
1 l 53 11 1 9 2 
2 1 10 28 17 14 4 
3 2 8 16 22 11 4 
4 3 2 9 10 14 12 
5 9 0 3 9 9 14 
6 30 0 0 1 1 10 
Mean Rank 5.35 1.44 2.48 3.2 3 4.35 . .. 
Final Rank 6 1 2 4 3 5 
TABLE XX.III 
Table Showing Rank Order Given by 61 Kansas Elementary-School Principals of Third-
Class Cities to Ways for Bringing School Activities to Public Attention 
A B C D E F 
Report in 
local news-
Have on paper re-
Have special days sults of Use posters 
debates demonstrations community and display Have radio 
on current of workdone surveys them in Publish programs 
Rank world on class carried on prominent a school on local 
Order problems pro,jects bJL school 12laces 32a12er stations 
1 l 32 1'7 1 8 l 
2 2 14 19 '7 15 1 
3 3 6 11 22 9 4 
4 4 3 7 15 13 3 
5 12 2 1 5 '7 15 
. 6. 20 1 l 1 0 17 
Mean Rank 5 1.83 2.26 3.37 2.23 4.97 





Tables XX.IV, nv and XXVI found on pages 68, 69 
and 70 · show the rank order of opinions held by Kansas ele-
men~ary-sch?ol principals of first-, second- and third-
class cities respectively as to what educational philosophy 
their type of supervision reflects, or indicates. The mean 
rank order and the final rank order are shown on each table 
for each item ranked by the principals. 
Tables XX.VII, XXVIII and XXIX on page 71, 72 and 
73 show rank order given by Kansas elementary-school prin-
cipals of first-, second- and third~~lass cities respectively 
to ways principals help teachers solve .discipline problems. 
The mean rank order and the final .. rank order are shown on 
each table for each item ranked by the principals. 
Tables XXX, XXXI and XXXII found on pages 74, 75 
and 76 show rank ?rder given by Kansas elementary-school 
principals o_f first-, second- _and third-class cities re-
spectively to ,methods by which ~eacher-pri1:1cipal relations 
can be developed advantageously. The mean rank order and 
the final rank.order are shown.on each table for each item 
ranked by the principals. 
TABLE XXIV 
Table Showing Rank Order o:r Opinions o:r 84 Kansas Elementary-:-School Principa_ls 
of First-Class Cities as ,to What Their Type of Supervision · 
Reflect~ oi- Indicates 
A B C ·n E 
Indicates a 
philosophy 
Indicates a based upon _ the 
philosophy car'dinal priri.-
Indicates of education ciples as , indi- Indicates 
a philosophy agreed .. upon ca_ted by .the philosophy 
Reflect·s his of education .-by teachers Educational based upon 
a 
Rank·· __ philosophy agreed upon. and Policies needs ., of the 
Order of education by teachers principa,l .. Commission community 
1 12 1 20 4 46 
2 4 2 42 13 42 
3 15 7 14 35 8 
4 12 34 4 10 3 
5 26 19 0 11 3 
'\· • t ! -. 
1: . 
Meap. Raibk 3.52 4 2 3.15 l _.77 
'·• 











Table Showing Rank Order of Opinions of 82 Kansas Elementary-School Principe.ls 
of Second-Class Cities ·as to 'What Their Type of Supervision 
Rerlects of Indicates 
A B C D E 
Indicates a 
philosophy 
Indic·ates a . based upon the 
philosophy cardinal prin-
Indicates of education . cip1es. as ·indi- Indicates a 
.a philosophy agreed upon . Cat ed. by· -f?he philosophy 
Reflects his -• of . _.educat ion by. te·achers · Educational based upon 
philosophy agreed upon and Policies . needs of 
of education by teachers principal· . Commission community 
7 0 21 5 50 
9 5 38 9 20 
16 11 12 32 8 
14 33 5 6 1 
22 14 1 14 2 
Mean Rank 3.51 3.88 2.05 4.'74 1.58 




Table Showing Rank Order or Opinions of 58 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of Third-Class Cities as to What Their Type of Supervision 
Reflects or Indicates 
A B C D E 
Indicates a 
philesophy 
Indicates a based upon the 
philosophy cardinal prin-
Indica.tes of education ciples as indi- Indicates a 
a philosophy agreed upon. cated by the philosophy 
Reflects his of education by teachers Educational based upon 
Rank philosophy agreed upon and Policies needs of the 
Order of education b:y teachers :Qrincir,al Commission communitt 
1 4 0 21 5 26 
2 5 4 15 13 17 
3 11 11 11 14 6 
·4 8 17 6 10 2 
5 16 14 1 8 3 
Mean Rank 3.84 3.9 2 3.06 1.87 









Table Showing Rink Order Given by 86 Kansas Elementary-School . Principals 
of First-Class Cities to Ways Principals Help Teachers _ . 
Solve Discipline Problems 
A B C D 
Make Ask -parents Have. frequent Send all 
occasional . to visit entertainments discipline 
visits classroom to,: .. which cases to 
to the homes while . class parents the principal 
of their :eu12ils is in session are invited to be solved 
44 39 3 · 0 
31 46 8 0 
9 0 63 5 
1 0 4 63 
Mean Rank 1.6 1.54 2.97 4.0 










Table Showing Rank Order Given by 83 Ke.nsas Elementary-School. Principals 
of Second-Class Cities to Ways Principals Help Teachers 
Solve Discipline Problems 
A B C D 
Make Ask .parents Have frequent Send all 
occasional to visit entertainments discipline 
visits classroom to which cases to 
to .t.he homes while class parents . the principal 
of their ]2U]2ils is in.session are invited to be solved 
54 27 1 0 
22 48 0 0 
4 6 60 5 
2 0 4 52 
Rank 1.44 1.74 3.0 3.91 








Table Showing Ran_"k Order Given by- 58 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of Third-Class Cities to Ways Principals Help Teachers 
Solve Discipline Problems 
A B C D 
Make Ask parents Have frequent Send all 
occasional .to visit entertainments discipline 
visits classroom to which cases to 
to the homes while ... c,la.s s parents the principal 
of. their- pupils __ ·is .-in•·,,.,se ssion are invited to be solved 
3'7 17 4 , 0 
16 37 6 0 
4 4 42 4 
1 0 2 44 
Mean Rank 1.46 1.67' 2.77 3.9 











Table ,Showing Rank Order Given by 86 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of First-Class Cities to Ways Mutual Teacher-- Prine ipa.l 
Relations Can Be Developed .Advantageous~y. 
A B C D E 
Publicly 
Have certain protect 
Be pleasant hours set Meet the irate professional 
, .during aside for Hold teachers'parent first status of all 
.:.interviews and teacher- - meetings to settle a his teachers 
-.conferences principal during possible mis- when need 
with teachers conferences school hours understanding arises 
3/1_ 12 1 4 30 
23 21~. 4 13 25 
18 19 .9 19 16 
6 20 21 20 4 
,o 9 33 14 5 
Rank 1.91 2.9 4.1 3.3 2.23 








. TABLE XXXI 
Table Showing Rank .Order Given by 84 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of Second-Class Cities 'to Ways Mutual Teacher-Principal 
Relations CB.n Be Developed Advantageously 
A B C D E 
Publicly 
Have certain protect 
Be pleasant hours set Meet the irate professional 
during aside for Hold teachers' · parent first status of .. all 
interviews and . teacher- meetings to settle a ·· his teachers 
conferences princ_ipal , . during possible mis- when need ; 
with teachers conferences school hours understand_ing arises 
46 6 0 · 2 32 
23 18 1 1'7 22 
7 24 3 29 15 
3 22 14 18 7 
2 5 39 8 2 
Mean Rank 1.54 3.0 4.6 2.78 2.0 









Table Showing Rank Order Giv~n by 58 Kansas Elementary.;..School Principals 
of Third-Class Cities to Ways Mutual Teacher-Principal 
Relations Can Be Developed Advantageously 
A B C D E 
Publicly 
Have certain protect 
Be pleasant hours set Meet the irate professional 
during aside for Hold teachers' pa.rent .first status of all 
interviews and teacher- meetings to settle a his teachers 
conferences principal dul?ing possible mis- when need 
with teachers conferences school. hours , . understanding ·arises 
35 11 l 2 12· 
15 13 l 16 13 
5 14 13 14 16 
2 12 11 12 10 
2 5 28 8 3 
Mean Rank 1.66 2.76 4.37 3.15 2.61 
Final Rank 1 3 5 4 2 
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Tables XXXIII, XXXIV and XX.X.V on pages 78, 79 and 
80 show rank order : a.s given by Kansas elementary-school prin-. . \ 
cipals of first-, second~ and third-clas~ cities respectively 
to the best time for teacher conferences. The mean rank and 
final rank are shown on each table for each item ranked by 
the principals. · 
Tables XXXVI, jc.XXVII and··'X.XXVIII found on pages 81, 
82 and 83 show rank order given to methods of improving in-
struction _by .. ~ansa~ .:~l~men~arr-~~~~~; __ p~inc~pals of firs_t~, 
second- and third-class .citie_s respectively. The mean rank 
and final rank a1-ae shown on each table for each item ranked 
by the principals. 
Tables XXXIX, XL and XLI found on pages -84, 85 and 
. -
86 show ·ra.nk order of what Kansas elemental:'y-school principals 
of first-, second- -a.nd third-class cities respectively. do 
when making classroom vis~ts. The mean rank and final rank 
are shown on each table. for each item ranked by the princi-
pals. 
Tables XLII, XLIII and XLI'! found _on pages 87, 
88 and 89 show rank .order of what Kansas eler:-,entary-school 
principals of first-, second- and third-class cities respec-
tlvely' observe during classroom visits in order to help im-
prove instruction. - The mean I'ank and final rank are shown 
on each table for each item ranked by the principals. 
TABLE XXXIII 
Table Showing Rank Order Given by 86 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of First~Class Cities to the Best Time 
for Teacher Conferences 
A B C D E F G H 
Before 
In the The last school 
During evening period starts Teacher's 
Rank After noon after of the in the · After free 
·Order school hour supper day morning class period Recess 
1 13 1 1 4 26 4 31 1 
2 19 .9 2 2 30 4 18 0 
3 23 9 4 6 11 g 4 8 
4 10 11 0 4 5 15 5 12 
5 5 8 3 14 3 9 4 12 
6 5 17 3 8 1 11 2 6 
7 3 7 14 13 2 4 1 8 
8 1 3 32 4 0 2 3 10 
Mean Rank 3.08 4.7 6.84 5 2.23 3.38 2.4 5.3 












Table Showing Rank Order Given by 84 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of Second-Class Cities to the Best Time 
for Teacher Conferences · 
A . B C D E F - G 
Before 
In t-he The la.st school 
n·uring evening period starts ._Teacher's 
After noon afte:r- of the in the After .free 
H 
- school · hour ' suimer da;i: morning class · 2eriod -Recess 
24 1 3 4 28 2 21 0 
30 1 4 8 18 6 8 1 
13 6 5 6 19 7 10 5 
4 7 , 3 11 7 12 6 4 -
2 10 4 g 2 9 8 4 
0 12 6 4 2 4 2 11 
1 11 3 3 2 6 5 10 
0 4 18 2 . 0 0 3 11 
Mean Rank 2 ._l 5.38 5.64 4 2.37 4.21 3.2 6 












Table Showing Rank Order Given.by 60 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of Third-Class Cities to the Best Time 
· for Teacher Conferences 
A B C D E F · G H 
Be.fore 
In the The last school 
During evening . period starts Teacher's 
Arter . noon a.fter of the in the After f:r,ee 
school hour supper day morning class period Rece s's 
24 0 1 2 16 . 4 13 0 
15 2 5 8 16 3 12 0 
10 3 9 12 12 5 5 1 
4 5 5 · 12 4 4 - 7 3 
2 11 5 7 3 11 1 3 
1 8 5 5 0 8 6 '7 
0 8 2 3 2 5 2 15 
0 5 15 l 1 1 _. 3 10 
Mean Rank 2.07 5.45 5.25 4 2.54 4.8 3.24 6.59 




_, ' ' 
Table Showing Rank Order Given by 86 KansasElernent~ry-School Principals 
of First-Class Cities to Methods ·or Improving Instruction 
A B C D E 
A Special Inter-classroom 
Rank subject A general The school " Demonstration visitations 
Order su12ervisor suEervisor ;erinciEal teachers -bI teachers 
1 18 16 31 9 13 
2 13 25 16 14' 16 
--3 22 16 15 14 12 
~i: 17 11 6 16 22 
5 7 11 12 21 15 
. \. 
Mean Rank 2.63 2.'7 2.4 3.35 3.13 











Table Showing Rank Order Given by 83 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of Second-Class Cities to Methods of Improving Instruction 
A B C D E 
A special Inter-classroom 
subject A _general The school Demonstration visitations 
su12ervisor su12e rvisor · :Qrinei:Qal teachers b:z: tee.chars 
23 18 12 14 16 
13 18 6 23 21 
14 14 15 13 20 
_8 18 14 11 10 
11 6 19 6 11 
Rank 2.59 2.67 3.34 2.58 2.'73 











Table Showing Rank 'Qr\ier Given by 59 Kansas· Elementary-School Prfncipals· 
of Third-Class Cities to Methods of Improving Instruction 
A B G D E 
A special Inter-classroom 
·su.b,iect A general The school Demonstration visitations 
su12ervisor suEervisor . Erinci]2al teachers b:2: teachers 
16 5 4 11 22 
9 12 7 21 8 
14 11 8 8 11 
7 13 8 9 9 
3 8 23 5 6 
Mean Rank 2.43 3.14 4.06 2.55 2.44 














Table Showing Ra.nk Order of What 86 Kansas _Elementary-School Principals of First-Class Cities Do When Making Classroom Visits 
A B G D E F G H Use 
a special Attempt form to Make which discipline Take over detailed requires Make Sit Sit pupils teaching notes in Me.ke •· no only check a few in front in back while in of the the . room notes marks notes of room of' room the room class 
0 31 2 15 3 32 0 0 
1 20 7 19 10 25 0 1 
3) 9 18 14 7 ·8 0 3 
3 6 19 6 6 4 1 8 
14 2 6 5 12 6 2 0 
17 3 3 0 11 3 7 7 
6 1 0 0 2 1 18 17 
4 0 0 0 3 0 19 15 
Mean Rank 3.48 2.1 3.53 2.44 4.3 2.24 7.1 6.16 




Table Showing Ra.nkOrder . of What 84 Kansas .Elementary-School Principals 
of Second-Class Cities Do ·vVhen M~ki.ng Classroom Visits 
A B C D E F G 
Use 





Make which discipline · teach-
detailed requires Make Sit Sit pupils · ing 
Rank ri.otes in Make ·· no only . check a. few in front in back while ·in of the 
.. Order the · room notes marks notes _of .. room of . room the room class 
1 1 25 12 10 1 36 0 1 
.2 3 22 10 . 19 2 22 0 2 
3 1 7 21 20 · 2 9 2 3 
4 3 9 9 10 2 8 0 1 
5 11 , 2 6 2 13 2 0 l 
6 16 0 1 2 12 0 1 6 
? 5 0 0 0 2 0 18 11 
8 0 0 0 0 2 0 l? 15 
Mean Rank 5.2 ·2.oa 2.44 2.7 5.1 1.93 ?.2 6.4 

















Table Showing Rank . Order . of What 60 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of Third-Class Cities Do When _Making Classroom Visits , . •· · 
A B C D E F' G H 
Use 
> • •• 
a special Attempt 
form to 
Make which discipline Take over 
detailed Make requires Make Sit .. in Sit in pupils teaching 
notes in no only check a few front back while in of the 
the room notes marks notes of room . of room the room class 
0 18 g 6 3 22 0 0 
2 12 g, · 19 ' 3 14 0 0 
3 4 14 14 1 12· 1 0 
6 5 11 8 6 3 2 1 
11 '7 5 1 4 2 4 2 
6 3 2 2 10 1 5 8 
8 1 1 o· 4 0 14 7 
2 0 l o · 3 1 7 17 
Rank 5.29 2.68 · 3.19 2.7 5 2.22 6.51 '7 










Table Showing Rank Order of What 87 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of First-Class Cities Observe During Classroom Visits 
A B C D 
Knowledge obtained 
by pupils revealed 
Methods used Pupils' attention through class 
by: teachers 1viaterials used during class recitation 
21 l 27 34 
31 16 31 13 
20 31 13 :12 
13 32 9 21 
Mean Rank 2.3 3.1 2.05 2.25 








Table Showing Rank Order of What 84 Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of' Second-Class Cities Observe during Classroom Visits 
A B C D 
Knowledge obtained 
by pupils revealed 
Methods used Pupils' attention through class 
by teachers Materials used during class recitation 
28 0 27 28 
24 12 28 16 
18 28 22 11 
8 32 5 20 
Mean Rank 2.08 3.28 2.06 2.3 











Table Sh.owing Rank Order of What · 61 ·Kansas Elementary-School Principals 
of -Third-Class Cities Observe During Classroom Visits 
A B C D 
Knowledge obtained 
by ~~~ils revealed 
Methods used Pupils' attention through class 
b;l teachers Materials 1ised during class recitation 
22 1 20 16 
12 8 19 23 
13 28 11 7 
13 24 6 . 14 
2.28 3.23 2.04 2.31 




Tables XLV, XLVI and XLVII on pages 91, 92 and 
93 ~how how Kansas el~mentary~school principals of first-, 
second- and third-class cities respectively rank ways prin-
clpal can serve his school and community. The mean rank 
and final rank are shown on each table for each item ranked 
by the principals. 
Tables XLVIII, XLIX and Lon pages 94, 95 and 
; 
96 show how Kansas elementary-school principals of first-, 
' -- . -· ,. . 
second- and third-class cities _respectively ranked six 
items regarding the principal's professional future. The 
mean rank and final rank are} given on each table for each 
item ranked by the principals. 
Table LI on page 97 shows by class o.f city what 
groups in the judgment of 252 Kansas elementary-school 
princ.ipe.ls should 1?~ acquainted: with the principal' s pol-
icies and proposals. The number of principals who answered 
each item and the number of principals who did not answer • 











Table Showing How 87 Kansas .Ele rientary~School . Principals of First-Class Cities 
Rank Ways Principal ,·: Can Serve His. School and Community 
.. A B G D E F G 
Make Call 
frequent . attention Call to the 
talks of the attention 
dealing J·oin public of teachers 
with his several Be a to school and 
school clubs and leader in gatherings, community 
before jlodges ·· am Be activ~ Be a several athletic the needs or 
service professional in church member · community events, , community 
clubs grou12s work of P.T~A. affairs etc. and school 
2 4 ,5 10 16 4 45 
13 3 8 17 16 14 14 
11 8 5 21 15 13 ? 
? 6 17 12 14 14 6 
16 11 17 11 10 3 3 
8 21 15 5 2 10 2 
10 18 11 2 3 9 3 
Mean Rank 2.3 5.1 4.56 3.25 3.0 3.15 2.07 . . 
Final Rank 2 7 6 5 3 4 1 
<O 
I-' 
_ TABLE XLVI 
Table Showing How 84 Ka.nsas Elementary-School Principals of Second-Class Cities Rank Ways Principal Can Serve His ~-School and Community 
A B C D E F G Make Call --frequent attention · Call to the talks 0£ the attention dealing' · Join public -Of teachers with his several I Be -8>-.- - . to school -- and 
school clubs ·and .:rladerr .gatherings, community before lodges and Be active Be a in several athletic the needs of Rank service professional in church member community events, community Order clubs grOUQS work of .P .T.A __ affairs -_  etc. and school 
1 5 1 9 7 10 4 47 
2 12 6 13 13 16 ' 14 9 
3 9 3 12 22 9 18 5 
4 14 7 11 7 10 10 6 
5 6 6 13 10 12 4 4 
6 11 12 8 4 -5 7 0 
7 5 21 2 1 3 4 5 
Mean Rank 3.9 5.34 -3.56 -3.25 - 3.38 3.54 2.09 
Final Rank 6 7 5 2 3 4 1 <.O 
ro 
TABLE XLVII 
Table Showing How 57 Kansas Elementary-School Principals of Third-Class Cities 
Rank Ways Princ_ipal Can Serve ·His ~chool and Community 
A B C D E F . G 
Make all 
frequent attention Call. to the 
· talks of . the attention 
dealing · Join public of teachers 
with his several Be a to school and 
school clubs and . .leader gatherings,community 
before lodges . and Be . active Be a in several athletic the needs· of 
Rank service :professional in church member communlty events, community 
Order clubs grouEs work of P .T.•A • . affairs etc. and _· school 
1 5 0 5 8 7 l 32 
2 6 5 4 5 12 14 11 
3 7 2 10 12 6 14 4 
4 6 5 7 11 9 7 3 
5 6 9 12 2 5 7 3 
6' 8 14 4 7 3 5 2 
? 8 9 6 4 6 3 0 
Mean Rank 4.25 5.18 4.1 3.63 3.54 3.62 1.9· 
Final Rank 6 7 5 4 2 3 1 '° 
TABLE XLVIII 
Table Showing Ho_w 87 Kansas 'Elemen~ary-School Princiuals or First-Class Cities 
. Ranked Six Items Upon Which Principe.l's Professional 
Future Depends 
-=========================--=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=--=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=================--
- A B c- D E F 
How he How his How well he 
conducts school's How we.11 keeps up with 
himself as .extra- How he How-·he gets children the . latest 
a citizen curricular tree.ts the , along With learn.·their changes in 
Rank of the activities children in his . teaching le sson.s ··  educational 
Order communiti succeed his school ·rstaff in class methods 
1 30 1 25 10 6 18 
2 12 l 19 32 2 18 
3 14 6 17 25 8 17 
4 14: 10 19 11 10 13 
5 9 17 4 4 26 10 
6 3 35 0 1 22 4 
Mean Rank 2.62 5.08 -2.5 2.64 4.54 . 2.8'7 
Final Rank 2 6 l 3 5 4 
TABLE XLIX 
Table Showing HoW84 Kansas Elementary-_$chool Princioa.ls of Second-Class Cities 
Ranked Six Items upon Which Principal's Professional 
Future Depends 
A. B C D E F 
How he How his How well he 
cond·ucts school's How well keeps up with 
himself as extra- How he How he. ·gets children .. the latest 
a citizen curricular treats the along with learn.their changes in 
Rank Gof 1.'the activities children in his teaching lessons educational 
Order community succeed his school. staff in class methods 
1 22 1 18 15 4 18 
2 15 2 17 37 5 11 
3 19 3 21 14 7 13 
4 11 11 10 5 18 10 
5 3 19 3 5 18 8 
6 4 23 1 0 9 11 
Mean Rank 2.6 4.93 2.51 2.31 4.11 3.17 




Table Showing How 58 Kansas Elementary-School P~incipa.ls of Third-Cliss Cities 
Ranked Six Items upon Which Principal's Professional 
Future De-pends 
' 
A B C D E F 
How he How his How well he 
conducts school's How well keeps up with 
himself as extra- How he How he get·s children the latest 
a citizen curricular treats .the a.long wit,,h learn their changes in 
Rank of the activities children in his teacp:i,·ng lessons educational 
Order communitr succeed his school . . staff . ·~;~: .--,Jj -.~'. in class methods 
1 27 2 10 7 0 12 
2 6 4 15 25 3 5 
3 15 6 13 12 4 ? 
4 5 11 8 7 10 10 
5 4 11 6 1 15 -9 
6 1 18 3 3 14 7 
Mean Rank 2.24 4.52 2.89 3.56 4.71 3.4 
· Final Rank 1 5 2 4 6 3 
TABLE LI 
Table Showing Groups Who, in tne Judgment _o.f 252 Kansas 
Elementary~School Prine ipals, Sh,ould be Acquainted 
with Principal 1 s Policies and Proposals, and 
· Number of Principals Checking Each Group 
Groups Who Should Total Total 
. Prin. be Acquainted with · First Second Third Prin. 
9? 
Not 
Principa.l's Po lie ies Class Class Class Answer- .Checking 
Item ar proposals Cities .Cities Cities ing .. Item 
Students 87 . 82 55 224 28 
Teachers 96 91 60 247 5 
Custodians :85 '72 45 202 50 
Clerical Help '70 50 33 153 99 
Supt. of Schools 96, 81 54 231 21 
Local Boa.rdo.f Educ. 76 69 50 195 57 
Editor of Local Paper 54 38 28 · 120 132 
Parents of Pupils 94 85 51 230 22 
Public 59 . 40 31 130 122 
Comments by Principals 
Below are .' given a. number of rather significant 
unedited comments which principals made .. iri the space pro-
vided for comments on the inquiry blanks they returned. 
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The comments presented are in the following order: (1) those 
dealing in g~neral with qual~flcation~ _a!l,d training ·9f prin• _ . . . 
cipal;' ( 2) those dealing with time available for supervision 
·and ( 3) those making a general comment on the inquiry blank 
itself • . The class of city of the .principal making such 
comment will be in parenthesis. 
Dealing in general with qualifications 
and training of principal · 
"During my first three years as principal 
I taught all day. During my seventeen years 
here I have taught only half days. I have 
about . sixteen or · eighteen hours credit · since 
I received my degree. If I were just starting 
I suppose I should feel. it necessary to have 
an M.A. or M. s. · 
u I consider·. it more ne.ce ssary to have a 
thorough understanding of children and of 
people in general than to have l3. higher degree. 
· "The elementary principal needs to have a 
gehuirie liking f'or . children; a · sympathetic · 
unde.rstanding of their problems, a real interest 
in the good of the community and of . the world 
in general and the will to work for his ideals. 
· · "He must also have a firm grip on his 
temper . and be willing to 1isten ·calmlywhile the 
•other ' fellow' raves as his success in the 
community often depends on his tact and self-
control and his ability to consider both sides 
of a controversial question." · -(first-class city) 
''I have had ·a long experience most _of . · 
which has been as ,a principal of high school. 
"The first requirement of a teacher is 
to know boys and girls. It ·- is a modern mistake 
to rank training anq degrees ahead of ability 
and experience. I know many principals with 
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no degrees who are ·away ahead of the best hoJ:clers 
of master's ~eg~ees." -(third-class city) 
"It is my ~opihion ·that not set qualifi-
cations (except · those established by state) can 
be established~ _ There is such · a difference in 
size of schools and requirements made of the 
principal. Some are principal in name only. 
~hey are teachers getting paid for .a .few ad- . 
ministrativ.e duties ·; - -
"All principals should 
1. be trained iri field of elem~ntary 
education, 
2 ~-- like children, 
3. _ keep up with changes · 1n· elerr:en-
tary education {progress). 
·"To say all principals should have a higher 
degree _depends upon the position held and salary 
paid. A principal . in. a 3-teacher school_ should 
first · be .a good teacher and meet above require-
ment~. A principil in a la~ge ·city system (ad-
ministrative - with a · good salary) · is another 
situation. Such a position could require a 
doctor's degree. 
"If every one would be alert to change, 
willing to work, interested in children, would we need anything be7.ond basic requireme·nt s in 
average situations?' (first-class city) ·. · 
"Degrees do not make · a teacher or principal. 
However, training ls necessary and should be 
that which the persorL feels that he is in need 
of." - (~irst-class citr) - _ 
"I think the success of any principal -
depends on how well he can ·coordinate student-
t e ache r-communi t y relationships. He will · 
never be a success unless he had the confidence 
of these groups and can get them to work to-
gether harmoniously. n - { second-class city) 
, 11The principal should have a sound phil-
osophy of education and teach the child rather 
than subject matter remembering that he must · first ; be a gooa ·oitizen rather than a walking btiok." ~. (thi:rd~olass city} . 
nEducational qualifications are important but personality plays an even·greater pa~t in 
ma.king a. successful principal, I believe." 
(third-class city) . . 
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"I feel that there should be more emphasis on personal qualifications of-both teachers and 
administrators. 11 - ( third-class city} 
Dealing with available time for supervi~ion 
"Teachers and Elementary Principals need 
more secretarial help in the buildings. Also 
need more library help. Heretofore the prin-
cipal has too matiy chores tb do. It is diffi-cult for . her to get to the tasks that need to 
be done." - (ffrst-class city) ·-
"I am a. teaching principal and have no 
time for · supervision except ·· in an administrative 
position." - ( second-class city) 
General comment on the inquiry blank 
"I am very much interested in your survey. I f~el that it is qtilte c6mplete and I would bij most interested in the outcome of your finding·s. 11 
- (second-class city) 
11 This questionnaire ·r find to be very 
compreherisive~ -rt caused:me·to think e.bobt a 
great many aspects of my_ job, I had failed 
to consider for some time. rr - ( second-class city} 
"These indicate to ·me that some -principals 
have greater responsibility for .active super-
vision of their buildings than I have. ·Many 
of these pertain to·the- r6Ie of . our elementary 
supervisor." - { first-class city) 
ult is difficult to check only one point 
as in s ·o~ 7. Usually; a principal uses a 





The interpretation of the material obtained .from 
this study is made in the light of the importance o.f the 
position of the elementary-school principal to the field of 
education. 
The principal is an . important person in the school 
system. E. P • . Cubberley 34 says that ~he relationship of 
the pr~ncipal to the superintendent "i~ analogous in the 
business _world to that or the ma.1:1-ager of a town .branch of 
a public utility to the general super~t1tendent of the busi-
ness. 11 . The principcal ;s .the ~oor~~na~ot or _the work and 
progress of his school. He must have a ~eneral knowledge 
of all things concerning his school. The principal must 
be willing and ready to ald his teache:s on matters of 
instruction and numerous other problems. ~he principal 
must .work with his community. He must keep the public 
constantly informed of school activities~ 
In the survey made of the requirements for certif-
ication of elementary-school principals acco~ding to latest 
34 E. · P. Cubberley, · The Pi,incipal and His School, Houghton 
Mifflin Co~, Boston, 1923, page 18. . 
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regulations of the forty-eight· states and the District 
of Columbia, -there is revealed a great variation in mini-
mum :Fequirem·ent s. 
A principal can not help his teachers effectively, 
if he has ·no more training than they. - Consequently, in such 
cases therd is -- little or no help to be given. 
There seems to be a general lack of state require-
ments .for preparation .for the position of elementary prin-
cipal. A median of about eighteen college hours o.f required 
professional credit is .far too low. By the time the pro-
fessional credit is divided among four or five courses the 
principal gets !lO more than _ an intr.oduction to each field 
of study. Other professions require much more training in 
a specific field before the trainee is an expert, as the 
principal is supposed to be. 
The principal, who is a leader in a basic pro-
fession, preparing __ ch~ld~en fo1"J .life in a complex society, 
should have the best pre15'aration of all professions. 
A principal of a second-clas~ city in Kansas 
suppo~ts the above statement when·she says, 11 I feel that 
the element~ry _principal has the most important job in 
the school sistem. ' The elementary school is basic, all 
must have ·it. · Then too, habits ar~ forming ~nd the young 
child must be properly taught and supervised. 11 
The results of the . survey of certifice.'tion re-
quirem~nts do not show that even the . highest fequirement 
is sufficient to meet the n~eds of . today's world. - There 
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is no uniformity .as to requirements tor princ~;p_a.ls in the 
forty-eight states. The experience requi~_~ment varies from 
no years to elght_years of teaching experience for the be-
ginning principal. 
So -far as the writer could ascertain there were 
no states which required the elementary principal to take 
courses in child psychology or child development. · These 
in general ar~ recommended £n some states for the teaching 
certificate, but it can be possi1?le for a prospective ad-
~inistrator to evade such courses. 
To the question in the inquiry blank as to what 
should be the basis of selection of a principal, . over sixty 
·per cent replied that he should understand child psychology 
and child development. Over eighty-three per cent said it 
should be _a required cot:trse. This means that principals 
know the value of understanding children. and feel ·. that it 
probably is ~ore_important than manr other courses required 
for the positio~~ .. 9.erta~nly, undei,s~an~i!l-g the child's 
problems and possessing the e.bility ,t.ocope with them prop-
erly should make the teaching profession more pleasant. 
The child also benefi.ts in that he is not so likely to be-
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~?me malad~usted from improper guidance by poorly trained 
principals. 
The Kansas principals themselves believe that an 
elemen~ary _principal shcmld have _fl __ bachelor' s degree or 
better. At least ninety per cent S?. i .ndicated in this study. 
Elementary-school _principals in Kansas have - insisted that 
the state certification requirements . be increased to meet 
the needs for adequate preparation for the profession. 
Methods of s~pervision of instruction are not 
uniform over the state. However, fifty-three per cent of 
the princii:>als answering say they work with -teachers in-
dividually. The rest use other methods. The evidence 
shows that classroom visitations .as a .method of supervision 
a;J,?e not prevalent . in Kansas schools. - This .may be interpret-
ed in one of_ two ways. Ei~!le~ the pri1:1cipals are too busy 
with other duties to make classroom visitations or they do 
not consider it a satisfactory way of supervising class-
room .work. 
The ans~ers to the question~ -~how that principals 
of all three classes of cities who answered are quite well 
agreed that a public relations program is important to the 
welfare of the school. 
Principals realize that not only must they do a 
good job in the school system but they also must see .to it 
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that the public sees and understands what is being done. 
Principals realize th~t their success depends as 
much on __ how well they sell the school to the public, as it 
depends on how well they sell it to their pupils and teach-
ers. 
Table LI shows that of a number of groups who 
should know about . a principal's policies and practices 
Ka.nsas elementary-school principals indicated in order of 
importance the . following groups: teachers, superintendent 
of schools, parents of ·pupils, ".and pupils. They evidently 
feel th~t the other groups listed do not affect immediately 
the work of their schools. 
There· is no doubt that elementary-school prin-
c·ipals want- the prir_icipa.lship to carry with it the prestige 
that it should have. The ~ajority wa.1?-t ~igh_ requirements 
of professio~al preparation and wit~that a salary which 
is to that of comparable positions in the secondary 
schools. 
The trend since the war has been for the states 
to increase _greatly the certification requirements for the 
elementary-school principals. Most of the changes are 
toward making the ce·rtification .requirements equal to those 





The requirements fo1:1 certification of elementary-
, school principals were compiled . by "t?he writer from the rules 
and regulations as obtained from the state departments of 
education of· the forty-eight states· and the District of 
Columbia. In every case the latest information obtainable 
regarding certif:i.cation of elementary-school principals 
was used. The information obtained will be discussed later 
in this chapter. · 
The writer -a.ssumes that all answers to the ques-
tions in the inquiry blank sent to the principals are based 
on their earnest opinions on qualifications needed for the - -
beginning principal, and on the methods they use in per-
forming the duties of an administrator. 
Table I,which is a compilation of information 
rege.rding certification of eler:entary-school principals 
"' by states, gives the main areas cons.idered and the div-
isions and sub-divisions of each main area. The detailed 
information is as follows: 
. . 
Statistics on minimum certification requirements 
for elementary-school principal based upon information 
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from State Departments of Education and the District of 
Columbia show: 
Degrees: 
Twenty-two states require bachelor's· degree. 
Ten states and District of Columbia require 
master's degree. 
Seventeen states do not require a degree to hold 
the position of elementary-school principal. 
Thirteen states ma~e no specific requirements 
for elementary-school principal. 
Teach_in_g experience: . 
Ten-·states specifically require teaching exper-
ience in elementary schools. 
a. Five states require at least two years 
experience. 
b. One state requires only one year ex-
pe~ience. 
c. Four states require three years exper-
ience _. · 
a. District of Columbia requires eight 
years of experience, five of which 
must be in elementary schools. 
' --
. Sixteen ·states merely_ state experience either 
as teaph~ror principal, not specifically at 
the elementary level. 
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a. Eleve~ states require three years ex-
perience. 
b. Two states require two years experience. 
c. Delaware requires one year experience. 
a. Louisiana requires _five years experience. 
e. Pennsy.lva.niarequires six year experience. 
f. Co~orado, cme ?f the sixteen states, 
accepts either three years teaching ex-
perience or four semester hours of 
practice teaching. 
Professional training: 
T~enty~five sta.,tes make a spec~fic number of 
semester hours professional requirements. 
a. Louisiana and .Minnesota require six hours. 
b. Washington requir~s eight hours. 
c. North Carolina and Idaho require twelve 
hours. 
d. Arkansas and West Virginia require 
fourteen hours. 
e. New ·Mexico, Arizona and Connecticut 
require fif~een hour~. 
r. North Dakota requires sixteen hours. 
g. indiana, Kansas (after September,1948) 
. . . • ., 
Mississippi,- Nebraska, New Hampshire 
require eighteen hours. 
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h. Colorado and Michigan require twenty ·hours. 
1.· New Jersey and Wyoming require twenty-
f .our .hou:ras • 
j. New York requires twenty-eight hours. 
k • . California, Delaware, Florida and Utah 
requira thirty hours. 
1. The T?istrict of Columbia requires forty 
hou~s. 
The ·median for the twenty-five states and 
the , 'District of Columbia is 18 .5 hours. 
Twenty-sevenstates req1:lire courses in adminis-
'-....:t;ration and supervision, either elementary or 
· ... .-
secondary. 
a. Eight states require courses in organ-
ization and functions of elementary 
and high scho?ls. 
b. Eight . states specify requirements in 
curriculum • . 
c. Two states specify statistical methods. 
d. Nine states specify educational psychology. 
e. Three states mention history of education 
requirement. 
r. Six states require educational tests and 
measurements and guidance. 
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g. Three states r~quire knowledge of state 
school law. 
h. Five states require practice teaching. 
i. Two states, Nebraska and Utah, require 
courses in physiology and hygiene. 
j • Six states require methods or principles 
of teaching. 
k. Sixteen states require teaching certif-
icates. 
1. Twelve states require teaching certifi-
cate of _ elem~ntary grade '. 
m. _Thirty states require the administrative 
certificate. · 
. ' n. Five states give administrative certifi-
cates .but do not require them for hold-
ing elementary-school principal position. 
o. Two states require a certificate of health. 
Tables II, III and IV show the. se.lary d_istribution 
of the first-, second- and third-class elementary-school 
principals used in this study. 
Table II shows that there are in first-class 
cities of Kansas forty-nine men principals whose median 
. . 
annual salary is $3599. with a range of $2400. to $4000. 
The number of women principals is 104 or a ratio of better 
than two to one in ;favor of the women. Their salaries 
range from_$1900. to $4200. with a median annual · salary 
of $3146. or $453. less than the median annual salary for 
the .men. The median annual salary for both men and women 
is $3264. The range is from $1900. - to $4200., Indicating 
that the women get both the highest salary and the lowest 
in first-class cities~ 
Table III shows the annual salary distribution 
of second-class elementary-school principals in Kansas. 
There are sixty-six.men who . have a median annual salary 
of $2799., while the 110 womeri principals who outnumber . 
the men by a ratio slightly less than two to one, have a 
median salary of $234'7. or $452. less than the men~ . The 
range of salaries fo~ the men is $1600. to $2550. and .for 
the women .from $1150. to $3000. . The median annual salary 
for both men and women is $2499. and the range is $1150. 
to i3550. 
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Table IV gives the distribution of salaries ot 
·third-class city elementar-r-sch~ol principals from schools 
having five or more members of the ·staff. 
Of 175 principals· 130 are men and 45 are women. 
The ratio is about three men to one woman. The median 
annual salary for men is $2757.; for women it is $2055., 
or $'702. less than the men. The range of salaries ls 
$1~95. to $4500. for women and $1620. to $5000. for men. 
The median annual salary for both .. men a.nd women princi-
pals is $26'76. and the range is from $1395. to $5000. 
The information indicates that,of Kansas elemen-
tary-school principals, the women out-number the men by 
fourteen; the men are greatly out-numbered in first- and 
second-class cities; and men out-number th~ women in 
third-class citfes. The women have the lowest salaries 
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in all three classes of cities except in one case in which 
a woman principal in a first-class cit~ receives $4200. or 
$200 more .than the next highest salary in the first- and 
second-class cities. 
Table V shows by c~asa of city the distribution 
by sex, highest degree held and percentage · of the ele·men-
tary-school principals replying who hold each type of de-
gree. 
Of the ninety-six elementary-school principals 
of first-class ·cities forty-one, or 43 per cent, hold a 
bachelor's degree; fifty, or 52 per cent, hold the mas-
ter's degree; four, or 4.3 per cent, hold no degree. One 
did not answer. Table VI shows the number of hours 
compl~ted by those four _who did not hold a degree. Of the 
ninety-two elementary principals in second-class cities, 
forty-five, or 50 per cent, hold the bachelor's degree; 
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nine, or 10 per cent, hold the master's degree; thirty-six, 
or 40 per cent ,hold no de·gree. Two gave no answel:'. 
Of · the sixty-·rour· third-class city elementary 
· principals· eighteen, or 30 per cent, hold the bachelor• s 
degree, four, or 6.7 per cent, the . master's d~gree, and 
thirty-eight, or 63~3 per cent h~ve no degree. The dis-
tribution of. hours completed by those who do not have de-
grees may be found in Table VI. 
From the above evidence it could be assumed· that 
the more highly trained people seek_the better-paid posi-
tions which are to -be found ln first-class cities and in 
some- of the second-class cities. _ Als~ it may be assumed 
that the better schools seek the best trained people 
available to head· the elementary schools in the school sys-
tem. 
· Table VI shows that . the median: number of college 
hours completed is 90.8 for the second-class city elemen-
tary principals reporting and 80~5 ·for the elementary prin-
cipals of the third-class cities. No principal reported 
that he had no college hours completed. 
Table VII shows by class of . city the distribution 
of total number of ·years _te~~hing ~xpe:rience _for 245 Kansas 
elementary-school -. principals. This experience includes all 
levels of public school teaching experience. Probably the 
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most _s~gn~~icant point about the results as shown is that 
the difference ·in the median number of -years of experience 
betwe.en. the first ... , . second- and third ... class cities is not 
Vf3ry ,_ great.. ,The median number (?f :rear~ of experience for 
ptJincipals of .first-class .cities is 22.5 years; for second-
class , . _ ~8 .2; and for third-class city principals, 15. 3 yea.rs• 
The range of teac~ing experience .reported was from one to 
f?rty-eight _  years. This would indicate that principals a.re 
-·- -
u~ually perso3:1s who have had considerable experience in 
. public schools. They have b~en . promote~ in most of the 
cases from classroom teachers to the position o.f principal 
because of their ability. 
Table VIII shows by . class of city the total 
number of years_ served as principal by 214 Kansas elemen-
tary principals. Forty--eight principals have held that 
rank from one to thre.e years and ~hirty-eight have been 
principals from four to six years • . This would mean that 
· roughly_ 40 per cent ·of the 214 principals .answering . the 
inqui:r-y blank have had six years experience or less. The 
median years of experience is 10, 9 and. 6.36 for first-, 
second- and third-class city principals respecti~ely~ 
Table IX ~hows by class of city the total years 
served as teaching principal by ~28 Kansas elem~ntary-
school principals. The median number. of years served as 
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teaching principal is 7.5, 7.83 and 6.1 for first-, second-
and third-class city principals respectively. Principals 
of second-class cities show a higher median number of years 
served as teaching principal which would indicate that the 
principal in a second-class city has to do more teaching 
and has less time for supervision than the principal of a 
first::_class city. -· The fact that the median service of 
elementary principals in cities of the third-class is 1.4 
y~ars les~ . than the median· ror the fi~st-class city and 
1.73 years less than the elementary principal in the second-
· -•· ' 
clas's ' city does not indicate that they have had to spend 
less time in teaching, but merely that their tenure as 
principal has been of fewer ye~:1:s duration than those of 
the other two classes of cities. ~he elementary princi-
pal of third-class cities in Kansas rarely has time set 
aside for administration and supervision. Instead there 
are duties· which he has to perform in addition to teach-
ing~ The principal usually gets a little pay above that 
of tl?-e regular · te,acher in his school .for. performing those 
additional duties. 
Table X shows. by class or city that only eighty-
nine out of 252 Kansas elementary-school principals feel 
that they can sai that they are supervising principals. 
Of' those eighty-six reporting that .they a:re supervising 
principals forty-eight are in first-class cities, twenty-
three in second-class cities and fifteen in third-class 
cities. 
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The median number of years as supervising prin-
cipal is 5.16, 6.25 and 4.4 for first-, second- and_ third-
class cities respectively. Principals of second-class 
cities have a 1.09 years_ greater median number of years 
served as supervising principal than principals of fir~t-, 
class cities. The reason for this is rather difficult to 
determine unless in answering the question they interpreted 
administration as meaning supervi~ion. 
Table XI shows by class of city the number of 
yea.rs in present position of 242 Kansas elementary-school 
principals. The range of years in_present position as 
reported by the principals is one to thirty-nine. A 11 ttle 
over forty~seven per cent of the principals reporting have 
been in present position one to three years. Of principals 
repor-t?ing thir~y~seven, or almost· 40 per cent, of those of 
',; J;•,. ,:;,- :•·· .. ·, - ,. 
first-class .cities, forty-one, or a little more than 4'7 
per cent, of those of second-class cities, and thirty-
six,or 58 per cent, of the principals of the third-class 
cities had been in the present position one to three years. 
These figures indicate that there' had been a great turn-
over in personnel of the principalship in the state of Kansas 
in recent years. The median number of years in present 
position i~ 5.1, 3.9 and 2.6 for the principals of first-, 
second- and third-class cities respectively. The above 
figures show that tenure of the administrative personnel 
is more stable in first-class cities and least stable in 
the third-class cities. In many instances it may well be 
assumed that the third-class city schools are training ,,, . 
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gro.unds for the larger schools of first- and second-class 
cities for the administrators as they are for the teaching 
personnel. 
Table XII shows the number of pupils supervised 
by 246 Kansas elementary-school principals. 
Th~ median num?er of _pupils under supervision 
of the principals of first-class cities is 355, of second-
class cities 214, and 165 under supervision of principals 
of third-class cities. The one elementary principal of 
a third-class city who reported between ?00 and ?49 
pupils is in charge of an elementary school located in 
a third-class city near the outskirts ~of Kansas City, Kansas. 
Table XIII shows number of te_~chers under sup-
ervision of the 248 Kansas elementary-school principals 
reporting. These figures do not include the principal. 
The median number of teachers in first-class city schools 
was 10.3, secon~-class city schools, , ?, and third-class 
city schools, 6.4. There were two elementary principals 
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of third-class cities who re-ported three teachers. The 
possible explanation for· that··may be that they did not 
report a part-time teacher in th1:s study ,wh~reas, they · 
did in their report to the State Superintendent .of Public 
Instruction. Two P1:incipals of _second-class cities and 
two of third-class cities neglec-f?ed to give the number of 
teachers under ·their supervision. 
Table XIV .shows what 235 iansas elementary-school 
principals felt should be ~he least amount of college train-
ing a , beginning princip9:l should have to do his work :. sat-
isfactorily. 
None thought thirty hours . . of college work suf-
ficient; two principals of aecond-class cities and thir-
teen of third-class cities, or 6.4 per cent of total re-
plies, thought sixty hours suf.ficient training. One 
principal of a first-class city1 six of second-class 
cities and three pr_incipals of :third-class cities with 
a total of ten, or 4.2 per cent_of total replies, con7 
sidered ninety hotirs sufficien~. 
Thirty-one, or 33 per cent, of first-class; 
forty-three,. or 5~.~ per cent,_. of s~cond-class, and 
thirty-three, or · 53 .• 3 per cent, or the principals of 
third~class cities thought a bachelor's degree sufficient 
training. This was a total of 10?, or 45.5 per cent, of 
all principals reporting. · Fifty, or 53.4 per cent, of 
the principals of first-class cities, twenty-six, or 
32.9 per cent, of the second-class and eleven, or 17.'7 
per cent, of the pri'nci·pa.ls of' the ~hira~·class cities,, 
with a total of eighty-seven, or 3'7.1 per cent, of all 
principals, considered the master's degree.the minimum 
a.mount of' college training for a beginning principal. 
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A total of sixteen principals, twelv~ from first-class 
cities, two from second-class cit·ies and two from third-
class cities indicated that a beginning principal should 
have more than a master's degree in college training. 
This last group represents 6~8 per cent of all principals 
answering. 
It should be noted that the principals did not 
answer this question according to the amount of c9llege 
training . they had. 
One principal who had a ma~t~r•s degree thought 
that ninety· hours of college work was. sufficient. · . One 
or two principals who had under sixty hours indicated 
that more than a master's degree sho~ld b~ r~quired. 
Several principals indicated _ by a side note that -a ae·gree 
does not always make a · good principal., that other .fact ors 
also must be taken into consideration. No one would 
question that statement, but it is\ certain that the train-
i'ng leading to a degree will help to make a better admin-
istrator. 
Table XV shows the professional . college courses 
251 Kansas elE3me1:1tary-school principals think should be 
required and those v_1h~ch should be optional for a person 
to take if he wishes to be an elementary-school adminis-
trator. 
Of the 238 principals answ~ring, 213, or 89.5 
pe:t1 cent·, considered educational psychology required 
cour~e; twenty-fiv~, or .10.5 per cent, indicated that it 
should be optional. 
Of all the principals answering, including 
···•· , -~ 
eighty-nine f~o~ f~rst-class _cities, sixty-two from 
second-class cities.and .forty-eight from third-class 
cities, 199, or 83.5 -per cent, were in favor of requi:r-
ints courses in child development. Thirty-nine, or 16.5 
per . can~, thought ~he course .~ho~1a. . be optional. Over 
50 per cent of . ~ho~e wh? objec~ed . to the' course ~eing 
r~~uired were princip~~s from second-class cities. 
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or all _the principals answ~ring_, 228, or 97 .3 
per cent, indicated ' that elem~nt~~y school administration 
should be required. Seven, or 2.7 per cent, of all prin-
cipals answering desired the course to be optional. 
Of the elementary-school principals answering, 
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144, or 71.6 per cent, indicated that a course in elemen-
tary and secondary administration should be optional and 
fifty-seven, o~ 28.4 _per cent, .that it sh6uld be required. 
Of the total of 233 principals, 198, or 84 _per 
cent, indic!'.3-ted that elementary curriculum should be re- · 
quired and thirty-five, or 16 . per cent, that it should be 
optional. 
Of the 222 principals answering, 158, or 81.5 
per cent, indicated that a course in problems of the 
teacher should . be required; sixty-fo':1,r, or 28.5 per cent, 
indicated that it should be .· optional. 
Seventy-rour, or 3.5.3 per cent, of 210 p~inci-
pals wanted . a course · in histo.ry of.· education required 
while 136, or 64.7 per cent, wanted it to be an optional 
course. The· vote iy the ·principals of first-class cities 
was about a one-to-one ratio, of the second-class cities 
the vote was five against to two for and in third-class 
cities the ratio was .four to one against history of edu-
cation being a required course. 
Seventy~two per cent of the 219 principals an-
swering indicate that practice or student teaching should 
be required and 27.5 per cent think it should be optional. 
Of the 232 princ~pals a.n~w~ring the · question as 
to whether ed~cat.ional. measurements should be required or 
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. . 
optional, 167, or 72 per cent, say it should be required 
and sixty-five, or 28 per cent., say it should be optional. 
The principals either. definitely opposed or 
favored each course mentioned in question two in the in-
. . 
quiry blank. 
· A few principals ·mentioned guidance and finance 
as courses which should be required for a _beginning prin-
cipa.l. 
Table XVI shows the opinions of 234 Kansas ele-
mentary principals ~oncerning requirements for a highly 
qualified principal. 
Fourteen, or 6 per cent, _ of the principals re-
ported that ·they would req~ire no more· .than Kansas state 
certification reqriirements. 
Forty-four, or 18.8 per cent, of the principals 
reported that they would . require more training than the 
Kansas requirement. 
Thirty-four, or 14 •. 5 per cent, of the princi-
pals reported that they would . requir~ more experience 
than the two-year . Kansas requirement. 
If they had their choice 142, or 60.? per cent, 
of the principals would choose the principal who under-
stands Qhild psychology and child development. 
There was a tendency by many principals to 
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suggest throughout the rest of the inquiry that knowledge 
of child psychology a.nd child development is more impor-. , 
tant~than college training. They,however, did not explain 
how a principal would obtain this knowledge. It is certain 
that the principal would ha.ve to get the knowledge, which 
is very important to a principal's success, either from 
long experience working with children or by taking courses 
in college which deal with child psychology and child 
development. 
Table XVII shows the amount and type of exper-
ience a be,ginning elementary-school principal should have 
as expressed by 245 Kansas ~lementari-school principals. 
All 245 principals agreed that a beginning ele-
mentary-school .principal . should have had previous exper-. . 
ience in teaching elementary school subjects. 
Forty-one, or 16.7 per cent, of the principals 
considered at least two years elementary teaching exper-
ience adequate f .or a beginning elementary principal. 
Three to five years of elementary-school teaching exper-
ience was considered necessary by 124, or 50.6 per cent, 
of the principals. 
Seventy-nine, or 32.3 per cent, of the principals 
believed that both teacbi~g expe~ience and experience as 
supe:ravisor of elementary school ~ubjects should 1;>e neces-
sary for a beginning elementary-school principal. 
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Only one _elementary-school principal of a second-
class city considered a bachelor's degree adequate in ele-
mentary school administration without previous teaching 
experience. 
One may go back to Table XVI and compare results 
of Item three which reads, "Require more experience than 
the two year Kansas requirement," with results of Item 
three of Table XVII which reads as .follows: 11 3 to 5 years 
eiementary tea_ching experience .11. The reports are not 
consistent; in one cas~ 14.5 per .cent . of the principals 
and in the other 50.6 per cent would require more than 
two years of _t~aching experience .for a beginning elemen-
tary princ~pal~ The reason for the discrepancy is hard 
to explain. 
Table XVIII shows methods of _sup~rvision used 
by 22~ Kansas elementary-school ·principals. Thirty-three, 
or 14.6 per cent, of the princip~l~ prefer1?0 have frequent 
faculty meetings as a method of supervision. 
Of the principals, 120, or . 53 per cent, work 
with tea.chersindivi~ua.lly ~s a method.of supervision. 
Twenty-six, or 11.6.per cent, of the principals 
make classroom visits as a method of supervision. 
Thirty-six, or lp.9 per cent, of the principals 
let teachers bring their problems to them. 
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Eight, or 3.6 per cent, of the principal~ prefer 
to work out a complete program to be followed by the teach-
er during the year. 
Three, o~ 1.3 per ce_nt, let the teachers work out 
their own problems. 
It should be noted that in Item two fifty-four 
of eighty-four principals of first-_class cities work with 
teachers individually; forty-two out of eighty-four prin-
cipals of second-class cities work with teachers individ-
ually; and twenty-four out of fifty-six.from third-class 
cities. This would indicate that the trend in the state 
of Kanse.s 1s toward working with each teacher individually 
in carrying on supervision. There is also an indication 
that ·-where the principal· is freed from teach~ng 'duties : a 
larger percentage of principals work with teachers individ-
ually. This condition is to be found most often in the 
schools of the first-class cities. The principal of a 
-, 
third-class city usually does n~t hav~_much, if any, .free 
time to spend_ with indiv~dual teachers. 
I 
Table XIX shows how 200 Kansas elementary-school 
principals make classroom visits. 
Seventy-five~ or 37.5 per, cent, of the prin-
cipals prefer to make surprise classroom visits. Ana-
lyzed, the results are seventee_n, or 24 .3 per cent, of' 
the principals of the first-class cities, thirty~three, 
or 41.3 per cent, of the second-class, and twenty-five, 
or 50 per cent, ~of the third-class cities prefer to make 
surprise visits. , This indicates that principals of 
third-class _ cities can not schedule visits because of 
other duties and therefore are forced to make a visit 
whenever they _have some free ·time _. · 
Only l? per cent of the principals say that 
-· -
they make - daily visits to classrooms. 
Fifty-:one, _or 25.5 __ per c~:r:it, of t~e ~rincipals 
make scheduled visits to classrooms. Forty, or 20 per 
cent_, or:. the_ principals p1->efe: __ to wa~t un~~l called by 
the teacher before making classroom visits. 
" - . 
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There seems t<=,> be no ge~eral ~greement by the 
principals as to the best procedure for making classroom 
visits. Perhaps many use a combination of the sugg~sted 
methods or do not make classroom visits. Perhaps class.-
room visits are not as popular in modern education as 
they were judging from the· fact that less than 80 per 
cent of the principals filling out the inquiry blank 
filled out question six. Twenty-six principals of first-
class cities, twenty-two principals of second.:..class 
cities, and fourteen principals _of third-class cities 
failed to fill o~t the question. 
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Table XX shows how 227 Kansas elementary-school 
principals help improve :instruction. 
Thirteen, or 5.? per cent, of principals take 
over the teaching or a class occasionally. 
Eight, or 3.6 per cent, of the principals have 
special demonstration teachers. 
Fifty-five, or 24.2 per cent, of the principals 
let weak teachers visit the classroom of a successful 
teacher who is conducting· a class. 
Of the principals, i36 ,· or 59 .9 per cent, have 
meetings in which best methods of instruction are discussed 
and demonstrated-. Fifteen, or 6. 6 per cent,. of the prin-
. cipals have the inexperienced teacher work out a plan book 
-for each subject taught which: the principal checks _be,fore 
the -teacher uses the plan. _ 
The plan· of having meetings at which __ b~st ,.methods 
of instruction are discussed and demonstrated . seems to be 
used -by the majority of all the principals who reported 
on- the topfc. The use of the idea of the weak teacher 
visiting a strong teacher was used by twenty-eight of 
the eighty-two principals · of first-class cities. 
Tables XXI, XXII and XXIII show rank order that 
the pl"incipals gave· to ways that school activities may 
be brought to public attention. 
There was agreement on Item B which is, "Having 
on special ·aays demonstrations of work done on class pro-
. / . 
.jects. 11 The final rank given Item B by principals of all 
three c~asses of cities was the rank of two. 
Item G, "Reporting in, local newspaper results 
of' community surveys carried on by .the school," was given 
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a rank of two by principals o.f first~ ·and 'second-class 
cities and a rank of three ,by principals of third-class 
cities. Item A, "Having debates on ·current .. world problems, 11 
was given a rank of six by principals f'rom all three classes 
of' cities. 
The answers. no doubt were colored somewhat by 
the availability of facilities wi~hin ~he ~ommunity in 
which each principal was employed. The majority of prin-
cipals agreed that the public should be brought to the 
school building to see what pupils a~e doing. 
Tables XXIV, XXV and _XXY.I show the opinions prin-
cipals have on the bases of philosophy that the principal's 
supe~vision should reflect. 
The .principals of all three classes of cities 
agreed by giving . Item E, "Be a philosoI?mr based upon needs 
of the community ,n a final rank of one. Rank two was 
given to Item c, "Indicate a philosophy of education agreed 
upon by teachers and principal." Item D," Be a philosophy 
based upon the cardinal principles as indicated by the 
'Educ~tional Policies Commission," was given _a rank of 
three by principals of first- _ and third-class cities and 
fifth by principals of second""'.cle.ss .. cities. Item A, "Re-
flect his philosoi:,hy of education~" was giyen·a rank of 
four by principals of first- and third-class cities and 
three by those of second-class cities. Item B, "Indicate 
·a philosophy of education a.greed upon by teachers," was 
ranked fifth by principals of first- and third-class 
cities and fourth by principals of schools in second-
class cities. 
One can conclude that the principals were very 
nearly in accord with each other in opinions on what a 
principal's supervision should reflect or indicate. 
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Tables XXVII, XXVIII and XXIX show rank order 
given by Kansas elementary-school principals to ways prin.,;. 
cipals can help teachers solve discipline problems. ~rin-
cipals of s~cond- and third-class cities rank as first · 
place the making of occasional visits to the homes of 
their pupils and rank second the idea of asking parents 
to visit classroom when class is in session. ~rincipals 
of schools in first-class cities gave the reverse rankings 
to the above mentioned items. 
Tables XXX, XXXI and XXXII show how Kansas ele~ 
. mentary-school principals rank ways to develop mutual 
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teacher-principal relations. Principals of all three class-
es of cities agreed on Items A and B, ranking them one and 
two respectively. Item A is, "Being pleasant during inter-
views or conference. 11 ItemE is, u~ublicly protecting~pro-
fessional status of all his. teachers when ne·ed arises .n The 
other items were not so closely a.greed upon by the princi-
pals. 
Tables XXXIII, XXXIV and XX.XV show the rank order 
given by Kansas ele~entary principals to the best time for 
teacher conferences .• 
Principals of se.cond- and third-class cities gave 
Item A, 11 After school," as first rank, while those of first-
class ·. cities gave it a rank of three. ·Rank one is given 
by principals of the first-class cities to. Item E, "Before 
school starts in the morning," and those of .second~ and 
third-class cities ranked it second. Rank two was -given 
Item G, "Teacher's free period," by those of first-class 
cities and rank three by principals of sec.end- and third-
c lass cities.- The remainder . of the i terns . we re ranked quite 
closely by all the principals answering the question. 
Tables XX.XVI, XXXVII and XX.XVIII show rank order 
given by Kansas elementary-school principals on methods 
used to improve instruction. 
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Principals of first-class cities gave rank one to 
Item C, "The . school principal, 11 while those of second- and 
third-class cities gave it fifth · place. Item D, "Demon-
' . . '. 
stration teachers," was given fifth place by principals of 
·-. 
first-class citi~s and first place by principals of second• 
and third-class citi~s~ Priniipals f~om all three classes · 
of cities agreed to give Item A, "A special subject ·super-
visor," second place. 
It seems that the ranks giyen here were accord-
. . 
ing t6 time and facilities available. 
Tables XXXIX, XL and XLI sho\v rank order of what 
Kansas elementary-school principals do when they make class-
room visits. 
Principals of first-class cities ranked Item B, 
"Make no notes," as one, while those of second- and third-
class cities gave . it a rank. of two. _Item F, "Sit in back 
of room, 11 was marked as second place by principals of 
,. 
first-class cities while those of second- and third-class 
cities gave it · a rank of one. On the other ·six items 
there was no general a,greeme~t _ I~em H, "Take over the 
-
teaching of. the class," was given two seventh places and 
one eighth place, so it seems that it is probably one of 
the poorest · techniques on what is to be done d·uring class-
room visits. 
Tables XLII, XLIII and XLIV show rank orqer given 
to what Kansas elementary principals observe during class-
room visits to help improve instruction. The majority of 
the principals who answered agreed that .tJ:?.e most important 
is to observe attention of pupils during class. _On ·the 
other three items, namely, methods used by teacher, mater-
ials used, and knowledge obtained by pupils a.s revealed 
through classroom recitation there was no agreement. 
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Tables .XLV, . XLVI and XLVII show how Kansas ·ele-
mentary-school principals ranked ways a principal can serve 
his community. The principals gave Item G, flCall to the 
attention of teachers and community the needs ·of the com-
munity and school," a rank of o~e; Item B, "Joining several · 
clubs . and ~edges and professional groups," was given the 
lowest rank of seven indicating that was not too .necessary. 
Item C, "Being active in church work, rr was given sixth place 
by principals ~f first-class cities and fifth place by prtn-
cipals of second- and third-class cities. This indicates 
that they do not think that being active in church work is 
too important in serving the commu1:tity. There was no agree-
ment on the other items in the quest~on. 
Tables XLVIII, XLIX and L show how Kansas elemen-
tary principals ranked six items upon which a principal,' s 
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professional future depends. Principals -0f first-class cities 
ranked Item O, "He treats the children in his school, 11 of 
first importance; those of second-class cities ranked Item 
D, nHe gets along with his teaching staff, 11 as o.f first 
importance and thbse of third-class . cities gave ~irs~ place 
to Item A, "He conducts himself as a citizen of the commun-
ity. 11 Principals of second- and third'.'"'class cities gave 
rank two to Item C to which.principals of first-class cities 
gave a rank of one. On the other items there is no close 
agreement. Here it is clearly shown that size of school 
and community have a definite bearing upon how principals 
ranked the several items in question 17 of the inquiry blank. 
Table LI shows the groups of people that 252 Kansas 
elementary-school principals think should be acquainted with 
the principal 1 s policies and pract.ice s. They indicated in 
order of importance the following groups: teachers, super-
intendent of schools, parents of pupils and pupils them-
selves. The order of least importance was given to the 
editor of ,the local paper an~ the general public. 
Some of the factors which evidently influenced the 
manner in which the principals answered each question on the ' . 
inquiry blank were: ( 1) the amount of training each had, ( 2) 
number or years of teaching. experience, (3) the number of 
~ears experience as principal, (4) the size and type of com-
munity 1~ which each worked and (5) the amount of rree time 
from duties to answer the inquiry blank. 
Conclusions 
On the basis o·f the data obtained in ·this study 
the following conclusions may be drawn. 
1. The3:e is a _lack of uniformity in elementary 
administrator's certification requirements in the forty-
eight states. 
.. 
2. There is a need for increasing the number of 
semeste~ hours of professional training in Kansas as well 
as in many other ~tates. 
3._ Principals perform their _supervisory duties 
in much the same manner regardless of the size of the 
school system. The surprise classroom visitatio~ is used 
little as a method of supervision. Principals work with 
indiv-idual teachers rather than through group meetings 
in the improvement of instruction. · 
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4. The majority o~ _ elementary principals . state 
that a knowledge of child psychology and child ·devf3lopment 
is essential to the success of their supervisory and ad-
ministrative functions. 
5. To facilitate an .unders~anding of .the pur-
poses and program of the sc~ool, principals realize that 
they need to carry _on a public relations program on a 
-professional basis. 
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' UNIVERSITY of KANSAS 
School of Education 
Lawrence 
MARCH 12, 1948 
DEAR PRINCIPAL: 
I am making a study of the joh of the elementary principal in the Kansas schools. I am par-
~cularly interested in his preparation for the job, how he does his work, and what opinions he holds 
in respect to certain aspects of his job. · · 
If you will take a few minutes from your . busy schedule to answer this inquiry, it will be 
greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
JosEPH V. HoLLY 
Room 18, Fraser Hall 
University of Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 
Qualifications and Duties of Elementary School Principals in Kansas 
INFORMATION ABOUT PRINCIPAL 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
ANSWERING 
Sex ____ _ Highest degree hel.,._ ___ _ 
U no degree, ho~ many college , hours? ___ _ 
folal years teaching experience ___ _ 
Total years as principal 
Total years as teaching principal ___ _ 
Total years as supervising principal 
Yeats in present position ___ _ 
Nulllber of pupils under your supervision 
9illllber of teachers under your supervision ___ _ 
DIRECTIONS FOR ANSWERING THE FIRST SEVEN 
QUESTIONS: 
Except in Question 2, make a check mark' be/ore the state• 
lliint Which in your opinion best answers the question or com-
~etes the numbered statement. · 
1. How much college training should a'n elemen-
~1! Principal have to. handle his work most satisfac-
~lily? 
!Check one) 
········ A. 30 hours college work. 
········ B. 60 hours college work. 
····-- C. 90 hours college work. 
······· D. A bachelor's degree. 
___ ;_ E. A master's degree. 
··----- F. More than a master's degree. 
2• College training for elementary principals should, 
1i.i:~r opinion, include which of the following courses? 
t II. for required; 0 for optional or recommended.) 
·---... A. Educational Psychology. 
----- B. Child Development Course. 
________ C. Elementary School Administration. 
-------- D. Elementary and Secondary School Admin-
istration. 
_ ______ E. Elementary Curriculum. 
_ _______ F. Problems of the Teacher . . 
_______ G. History of Education. 
_ _____ H. Practice or student or directed teaching. 
______ I. Tests and Measurements. 
3. To have a highly qualified person for the elemen-
tary principalship the local boards of education should: 
(Check one) 
________ A. Require no more than Kansas state · certifi-
cation requirements. 
_______ B. Require more training than the Kansas re-
quirement. 
________ C. Require more experience than the two year 
Kansas requirement . 
........ D. Choose the principal who ·understands child 
psychology and child development. 
4. In your opinion the elementary school principal 
should have: 
(Check one) 
_______ A. No experience as teacher in elementary 
school subjects. 
_______ B. At least two years elementary teaching ex-
perience. 
________ C. Three to five years elementary teaching 
experience. 
__ D. Both experience as a teacher and super-
visor of elementary school subjects. 
;_ ______ E. No experience but a bachelor's degree in 
elementary school administration. 
S. You as a principal can best super.vise ihe work 
of your school by: 
(Check one) 
~~-'- A. Having frequent faculty meetings. 
_______ B. Working with each teacher individually. 
___ C. Letting teachers bring their problems to you. 
_____ D. Making classroom visits. 
______ E. Working out a complete program to be fol-
lowed during the year by the teacher. 
_______ F. Having the teachers read professional liter-
ature dealing with their particular prob-
lems. 
____ G. Letting teacher work out own problem. 
6. You as principal in classroom visitations: 
(Check one) 
__ A. Make · surprise visits. 
___ B. Make visits daily. 
· __ , C. Make scheduled visits. 
_______ D. Make visits orily when called by the teacher. 
7. You as principal can best help your teachers 
improve instruction by: 
(Check one) 
__ A. Taking over the teaching of a class occasion-
ally. 
. ___ B. Having special demonstration teachers. 
__ C. Letting weak teacher visit classroom of a 
successful teacher who is conducting a class. 
c: _____ D. Having meetings in which best methods of 
instruction are discussed and demonstrated. 
__ E. Helping the inexperienced teacher by re-
quiring a plan book for · all the teachers' sub-
jects which should be checked over by the 
principal. · 
DIRECTIONS FOR ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING 
TEN QUESTIONS: 
Rank in order of importance your answers to the following 
. ten. questions by numbering statements 1, 2, 3, etc., 1 indicating 
highest rank. 
8. You as principal bring to the public attenti0.1 
what your school is · doing by: 
(Rank) 
-- A. Having debates on current world problems. 
________ B. Having on special days demonstrations of 
· work done on class projects. 
__ C. Reporting in local newspaper results of com• 
munity surveys carried on by the schooL 
__ D. Using posters and displaying them in prom-
inent places. 
__ E. Publishing a school paper. 
__ F. Having radio programs on local stations. 
9. The type of supervision a principal does should: 
(Rank) 
__ · A. Reflect his philosophy of education. 
__ B. Indicate a philosophy · of education agreed 
upon by teachers. 
____ C. Indicate a philosophy of education agreed 
upon by teachers and principal. 
__ . D. Be a philosophy based upon the cardinal 
principles as indicated by the Educati-Ooal 
Policies Commission. 
__ E. Be a philosophy based upon needs of the 
community. 
·10. The principal can help t~ach~rs understand !heil 
discipline problems by suggesting that they: 
(Rank) , 
__ A. Make occasional visits .to the homes of their 
pupils 
___ B. Ask parents to come to visit the classro:Jill 
while a class is in session. 
· __ C. Have frequent entertainments to w~ 
· parents are invited. 
__ D. Send all their discipline cases to the prin· 
cipal to be solved. 
-----------------
11, The principal can develop mutual teacher-prin· 
cipal relationships advantageously by: 
(Rank) 
on· -- A . . Being pleasant during interviews or c 
ference. 
-- B. Having certain hours set aside for teacbel" 
principal conferences. ool 
_____ C. Holding teachers meetings during sch 
hours. 
--- D. Meeting the irate parent first to setUe a 
possible misunderstanding. 
· __ ___ E. Publicly protecting professional status of 
· his teachers when need arises. __________ _./ 
------------
12, The best time for teacher-supervision confer-
1nces is: 
(Rank) 
__ A. After school. 
___ B. During noon hour. 
_____ C. In the evening after supper. 
____ D. The last period of the day. 
___ E . . Before school starts in the morning. 
___ F. After class. 
___ G. Teacher's free period. 
_ H. Recess. 
13, Improvement of instruction may_ be done effec-
~ly by: 
(Rank) 
--- A. A special subject supervisor. 
------ B. A general supervisor. 
-- C. The school principal. 
-- D. Demonstration teachers. 
--- E. Inter-classroom visitations by teachers. 
14, When a principal visits a classroom he should: 
/Rank) 
- -- A. Make detailed notes in the room. 
- B. Make no notes. 
-- C. Use a special form which requires only check 
marks. 
- D. Make a few notes. 
--- E. Sit in front of r<>om. 
--- F. Sit in back of room. 
-- G. Attempt to discipline pupils while in ,the 
room. 
- H. Take over the teaching of the class. -----.. 
!ii) I~. In order to improve instruction, what does the 
Clpal observe during classroom visitations? 
mankJ 
..___ A. Methods used by teachers. 
-- - B. Materials used. 
------ C. Pupils' attention during class. 
..___ D. Knowledge obtained by pupils r,evealed 
through class recitation. --.... -
16. The principal can serve his school and community 
by: 
(Rank) 
----'-- A. Making frequent talks dealing with his 
_school before service clubs. 
______ B. Joining several clubs and lodges and pro-
fessional groups. 
_______ C. Being active in church work. 
__ D. Being a member of the P.T.A. 
--,.. E. Being q leader in several community affairs. 
_ __ F. Calling the attention of the public to school 
gatherings, ·athletics events, etc. 
_____ G. Calling to the attention of teachers and com-
munity the needs of the community and 
school. 
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17, The principal's professional future depends on 
how: 
(Rank) 
__ A. He conducts himself as a citizen of the 
community. 
___ B. His school's extra-curricular activities suc-
ceed. 
__ C. He treats the children in his school. 
______ D. He gets along with his teaching staff. 
________ E. Well the children learn their lessons in class. 
____ F. Well he keeps up with the latest changes 
in educational methods. 
DIRECTIONS FOR ANSWERING QUESTION 18: 
Check as many of the groups as you /eel should be acquain-
ted with the principal' s policies. 
18, Which of the. following groups should be acquain-
ted with the principal's policies or proposals to make a 
success of them? 
__ A. Students. 
· ____ B. Teachers. 
____ C. Custodians. 
___ D. Clerical help. 
_____ E. Superintendent of the schools . 
____ F. Local Board of Education. 
-······ G. Editor of the local paper. 
________ H. Parents of pupils . 
_____ I. Public. 
APPENDIX B 
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of Association of Elementary Principals 
and 




ASSOCIATION OF ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALS 
State of' Kansas 
2718 Lee Court 
Topeka, Kansas 
March 28, 1946 
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Dear Elementary Principal! 
- The State Board of Education desires suggestions 
from our group as to what should. be offered ·by Kansas.Colleges 
in courses of organization, administration, and supervision in 
·the elementary school. This course would provide credit on 
the elementary principal's certificate requirement. 
Please list as many of the following items as you 
can and return this sheet to J"oe·Burke, President·or the Asso-
ciation of Elementary Principals, State of Kansas, 2?18 Lee 
Court, Topeka, not later than April 5th. 
WHAT ITEMS WOULD YOU SUGGEST ·BE INCLUDED IN A SIX 
HOUR COURSE IN ELEMENTARY SUPERVISION, ORGANIZATION,.AND AD-i 






WHAT ITEMS DO YOU THINK SHOULD NOT BE OFFERED IN 







A committee of three elementary principals are being 
appointed to sift these lists of items and to work with Mr. F. 
Floyd Herr, Secretary of the StB.te Board of Education, in de-
veloping the content for such a course. 
May we have you1,, list not later than April 5th. 
With very best wishes to you in your work, I remain 
Most cordially yours, 
Joe Burke, President. 
Association of Elementary 
Principals 
State of Kansas 
Results of Elementary Principal Survey 
of April, 1946 
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The survey of opinion among Kansas elementary 
principals reveals that the following -types of information 
should be studied as a part of the requirement in the 
courses presented to meet the. State Department of Education 
regulations _relative to ~ertification of principals by 1948. 
1. Public Relations. 
2. Curriculum (World Citizenship), 
Home, school, ·community, play, 
church. 
-3. Supervision - organization and 
technique. 
4. Finance. 
5. Building Manage~ent and play-
ground problems. 
6. Equi_pment and materials. 
· ·7. Discipline. 
8. Distribution of teaching load. 
· g. Teacher-principal relationship. 
10. Professional responsibility and 
relations. 
11. School laws .and regulations 
(Statute, St. Dept., and St. 
Board). 
12. Schedules. 
13. Standards of grade level achievement. 
, . 
14. Elementary library, maintenance, 
operation and selection. 
15. Visitation - class arid home • 
. \ 
16. Allocation of principal's time 




18. Classification and promotion. 
19. Spedial service agencies. 
20. Budget making. 
21. Obse~vation and visitation of 
other schools. 
22. · Personnel records. 
23. Business management (Elementary 
school not a par~ of larger system.} 
24. Program planning. 
25. Acceleration - indi~idual pupil. 
26. Staff meeting. 
27. Student activity (want course to 
be a 6 hour workshop) 
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28. Evaluatiori of ~teacher service. 
29~ Custodial_problems. 
30. Th~ task of the elementary principal 
in the school of tomorrow. 
The following types of subject matter may 
properly be included inwork .toward a Master's degree 
in elementary ·administration: 
1. Leadership. 
2. Technique and methods in instruction. 
3. Duties and responsibilities -
privileges in and out of school. 
4. Philosophy of education. 
5. Tests and measurements. 
6. Child guidance and mental hygiene • 
. 1. Structural organization of the 
elementary school. ( Platoon) 
6-2-4 ) 
.. 
Local, state, and federal. 
Departmentalization 
Moving of classes 
Sliding recesses 
s. Educational trends. (Refer to 
Columbia Univ., M. A. -Elementary 
Prin.) 
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9. Early childhood educ~tion. 
10. Ethics. 
11. Practical democratic procedures. 
12. Playground prpblems. 
13. Corrective procedures. 
14. Child Psychology. 
15. Problem teachers. 
16. Teachers and P. T. A; 
17. Keep the course practical~ 
18. Guida.nee. 
19. History cif educati6n. 
20~ Philosophy of education. 
In the opinion of ele~entary principals the 
following types of information should not be included 
as a part of-'.~f!.y study for the Master's degree in ele-
mentary adminiatration? 
l~ ~Secondary education. 
2. Statistics. '· 
3. Technical business m~nagement. 
4. Specific teacher p~eparation 
for subject· of grade. 
5. Educational sociology. 




List of Cities 
From Which Inquiry Blanks Were Returned 
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List of First-Class Cities, Number of Schools.to Which Inquiry 
Blanks Were Sent, the Number of Replies by City, Per Cent 
, Answering and Number of Pupils and Teachers Under 

















Number Number Students 
of In- of In- in 
quiries quiries Per cent Schools · 









































































1 One principal of a Salina school having 15 teachers did not 
give the number of pupils. 
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List of' 55 Second-Class Cities, Number of Schools to Which 
Inquiry Blanks Were Sent, the Number of Replies by City, 
_ Per Cent . Answer_ing a.nd Number of Pupils and Teachers 
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List of Second-Class Cities (concluded) 
Number Number* 
of of 
Number Number Students Teachers 
of In- of In- in in 
auiries quiries Per cent Schools Schools 
City .Sent Returned Answered Replying Replying 
Kingsley 2 1 50~0 140 5 
Larned 3 3 100 .o 538 19 
Liberal 4 2. 50.0 485 13 
Lyons 3 3 100.0 585 19 
Manhattan 5 4 80.0 1013 31 
Marion 1 1 100.0 190 5 
Marysville -- 2 1 50~0 
Minneapolis -1 1 100.0 252 7 
Neodesha 3 1 33~3 115 4 
Newton 5 4 so.a 940 28 
Norton 2 2 100.0 475 20 
Olathe 3 2 66.7 299 8 
Osage -City 1 1 100.0 328 10 
Osawatomie 2 1 50.0 370 12 
Osborne 1 1 100 .o 61 2 
Oswego 2 1 50.0 24 1 
Ottawa 4 3 75~0 715 23 
Paola. ·· 2 2 100.0 450 20 
Pratt 2 1 50.0 356 11 
Sabetha 1 1 100.0 333 10 
Wellington 5 5 100.0 791 28 
Winfield 5 1 20 225 7 
Total 151 92 61.0 19831 65? 
V ..• Does not include principal. 
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·List of 64 Third-Class Cities; Numbet- of Schools to Which 
Inquiry Blanks Were Sent, the Number of Replies by City, 
Per'Cent Answering and Number of Pupils and Teachers 
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quiries quiries Per cent School School 





























































































































































~} Not including the principal. 
ABSTRACT 
A Study 
of the Kansas Elementary School Principalship 
Introduction and Evolution 
of the Principalship , 
:' The prihcipalship is a relatively new position 
in the public school systems • . Schools were conducted in 
. one-room buildings looked after by a teacher who was prob-
ably ill-prepared for the position as measured by present-
day standards. If the teacher could teach the fundamentals 
of reading, writing and arithmetic and discipline the 
children, that was _all that was exp~cted of. him in the 
way of instruction. The teacher also .did- .. all of the cler-
ical work. A semblance of this condition still is found 
in the one-room rural schools of today. 
According; to ·McClure1 _the principalship in its 
process of evolution went through five stages: first, the 
one-teacher ~tag~ it?- which the teacher taught pupils, 
kept records, assumed responsibility of the building, and 
made reports as were required of him. Second came the 
head-teacher stage; the head-teacher sometimes was called 
the principal-teacher. When there . was more than one 
teacher it became necessary for one of them to assume 
responsibility of taking charge of the school. Some duties 
1 Worth McClure, "The Development ·or the Elementary School 
Prine ipalship, 11 Seventh Yearbook, Depa_rtme nt of Elementary 
.School Principals, 1928, pp. 160-167. 
l 
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of the head-teacher, who was usually the grammar teacher, 
were the admitting of pupils, visiting the prima_ry schools, 
giving permission to use or study the next textbo.oks when 
the yea.r's work was completed, and examining all scholars 
. of the building as often as ne~essary. The principal-
teacher disciplined, suspended, expelled and re-admitted 
pupils. The principal-teacher made rules for the use of 
the school premises. 
The third stage was that of the ·teaching-prin-
cipal. Assistants were employed in some . cities to relieve 
the principal-teacher in order that he might help other 
teachers. This stage came about in about 1859 or 1860. 
The fourth stage, that of building principal, 
came about in approximately 1880. The building principal 
was responsible for his own building. The success of the 
building principal depended largely on how well he per-
formed duties other than instruction. His chief duty 
was administration. 
The fifth stage, the most recent one, is that 
of supervising principal. 
Statement of Problem 
There is considerable evidence that there is a 
wide range of qualifications of elementary-school princi-
' pals in Kansas school systems. The problem is (1) how to 
obt~in inf.ormation regarding th~ qualifications that ele-
mentary-school principals feel should be required for 
their work; and (2) what means or methods they use in 
supervision, ~d~inistration and the performance of other 
school duties. 
Method of Procedure 
The minimum requirements for certification of 
elementary-s9hool adreinistrators were obt~~ned and com-
piled from the latest rules and.regulations on certif-
ication of teachers and administrators as supplied by 
the departments of public instruction of the forty-eight 
states and -the District -or ·columbia. 
The main port ion of the data, based on the 
school year 1947-48, were obtained from an - inqui~y blank 
sent to the .Kansas elementary-school principals. Inquiry 
blanks were sent to all eleme1:1tary-school princi:pals of 
first- and second-class cities, but in third-class cities 
only to principals· of elementary schools having five or · 
more teachers including the principal. 
3 
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The names and school ,locations of' the principals 
who.received inquiry blanks were obtained from the 1947-48 
Elementary School Reports on file in the office of the State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction at Topeka, Kansas. 
The information obtained from the iriquiry blanks 
· concerned the principals' experience as teacher and as 
princlpa.l, the highest degree held and number of teachers 
and pupils under their supervision. The main body of the 
inquiry blank called for opinions on the least a.mount of 
college training a beginning principal should have, the 
courses which should be required as professional training 
for the principal, and the number of years of teaching 
experience a beginning principal should have. 
Other questions dealt with methods the principals 
used in supervision and improvement of instruction, and 
the things an elementary-school principal should do to 
bring about better school and community relations. 
The questions ':3-Sed in the inquiry blank were of 
the multiple-choice type. This type of question·was con-
sidered superior to the commonly used~ or!!£ type in 
which only one choice can be made. 
The 523 inquiry blanks were mailed March 12, 
1948, and 252 usable answered inquiry blanks were returned 
by the April 12, 1948, deadline. Of the 155 elementary-
school princ±pals of first-class cities, nin~ty-six re-
turned inquiry blanks,, Nfnety-two or the 185 principals 
of second-class cities answered and sixty-four of the 
183 from third-class citi~s. 
The answers were tabulated carefully on fre-
quency charts. If there was any doubt about what the 
principal meant by his marking, the information was not 
used. 
In all but the second question of the first 
seven, the principal marked the one preferred method from 
a number of choices. 
In the ranking questions the answers were given 
a final rank by computing first a. mean rank for each item 
to be ranked in the question and then using the smallest 
number obtained from this computation as meaning a final 




Preseritation of De.ta 
Table . I shows the number of states reqt1iring bach-
elor's degree and the number requiring master's degree, the 
years and level of teaching experience required, the number 
of semester hours of professional training and certificates 
required as minimum requirements for admini~trator's certif-
icate. 
· Table II shows, by class of city, information con--
.. 
cerning the 252 Kansas elementary-school principals answering 
the inquiry blank, information as to sex, highest degree held, 
median number of total years ex12e:t>ience a,.s teacher, as prin-
cipal, as teaching principal, as supervising principal and 
year~ in present position, and median number of ~upils and 
teachers under supervision of each principal. 
Table III gives a summary o.f opinions held. and 
methods used by a majority of Ka_nsas· elementary-school 
principals answering the ,question in the inqu~ry blank. · 
Table IV is a summary table showing, by class of 
city, how principals ranked ce~te.in,items .in questions .a 
to 17 of the inquiry blank. 
Table V shows .groups who in the judgment of 252 
Kansas elementary-school principals should be acquainted with 
the principal's policies and proposals. 
7. 
TABLE I 
Table Showing Number of Stat&s for Each ·or the Minimum Require-
ments for Elementary-School Principals. Data Obtained in 
1948 from Rules . a.rid Regulations Provided by State De-





































































Health . 2 
No Certificate Above 
Teaching Certificate 19 
8 
TABLE II 
Table Showing Information by Class of' City Concerning the 252 
Kansas Elementary-School Principals Answering Inquiry 
Blank. Data Based on School Year 1947-48. 
First Seoond ·Third 
Class · Class Class 
Cities Cities Cities 
Male 39 46 50 
Sex of Principal Female 55 44 14 
No answer 2 2 0 
Highest ,Degree Bachelor's 41 45 18 
Held by Master's 50 9 4 
Principals No degree 4 36 38 
No answer 1 2 ';. 4 
Total Years 
Teaching 
Experience 22.5 18.2 15.3 
Total Years 
Median as Principal 10 9 ,6.36 
'Number 
of Total Years 
Yea.rs as Teaching 
Principal '7. 5 7.83_ 6.1 
Total Years 
as, Supervising 
Principal 5.16 6.25 4.4 
Total Years 
in Present 
Position 5.1 3.9 ·r 2.6 
Median Number of Puoils 
under Supervision of Principal 355 214 165 
Median Number of Teachers 
under Supervision of Principal 10.3 '7 6.4 
• ,, . 
TABLE III 
Summary Table Showing Opinions Held and Methods· Used by Kansas Elementary-School 
Principals in Answer to Questions on Inquiry.Blank, and the Number of Prin-
cipals in First-, Second- and Third-Class Cities Who Checked Them 
Question 
College training needed. 
'bo_ lj~ve a· highly qualified 
principil, local boards 
should 
Amount of experience needed 
by element~ry P1:incipal. 
Method of supervision · · 
preferred by princlpals. 
How principals make class~ 
.room visits. 






Choose the -·principal 
who understarids·child 
psychology and 9hild 
development • 
Three to five years 
teaching experience. 
Work with teacher 
individually. 
Make surprise visits. 
Have meetings in which 
be st methods of in st ruction 
are discussed and _demonstrated. 
Number of Principals 
First Second Third 
Class Glass Class 
Cities Cities Cities 
31 43 33 
50 53 39 
47 48 29 
54 42 24 
17 33 25 
42 60 34 
TABLE IV 
Summary Table of Ranking.Questions 8 to l? ·Inclusive and Items Given a Rank of 
One by Kansas Elementary-School Pri.ncipals of at Least. One Class of ~.ity 
Question 
8. How should principals 
bring to public attent 
~?rk don~ by school? 
9. The type of supervision 
a principal does 
10. How can\principals help. 
teachers with discipline 
problems? · 
~•} ,1~/,;~{~t' 
. ·J . 
. ' 
11. Principal can/develop 
mutual teacher-principal 
relationships advantageously. 
12. Best time to hold 
teacher conferences. 
Item Ranked 
Rank Given by Principals of 
First Second Third 
Class ·c1ass Class 
Cities Cities Cities 
Have on special days demon-
strations of work done on 
c la·~,~ projects • 1 
}•~1·.; 
Shou+d be·a philosophy based 
upon/needs of community. 1 
Make occasional visits to 
the r1:omes of pupils. 2 
Ask .pa.rents to ·visit cla·ss-
room while class is.in 
session. 11 
By being pleasant during· 
interviews or conference. 1 
Before school. 1 
















13. Improvement of Instruc-
tion may be done effectively 
14. When a principal visits 
a classroom he should 
15 •. What· does a principal 
observe when he visits a 
classroom in order to 
im~rove instruc~ion? 
16. The princip~l can serve 
his community best 
17. The principal's profes-
sional future depends on 




Item Ranked Cities 
-By school principal 1 
By demonstration teachers. 5 
Make no notes. 1 
Sit in back of room. 2 
Pupils' attention 
during class. 1 
"By calling to the attention 
of teachers and community the 
needs of the community and 
school. 1 
How he treats children 
in school •. 1 
How he gets along with 
his teaching staff. 3 
How he conducts himself as 
a citizen in the community. 2 

















Table Showing Groups Who in the Judgment of 252 Kansas 
Elementary-School Principals Should be Acquainted 
with Principal's Policies and Proposals 
Groups Who Should be Total Total 
Acquainted with -Prin- First Second Third Prin. Principal 
cipal's Policies or ·. Class · Class Class Answer- Not Check-
P ro120 s al s Cities Cities Cities ing -- Item;· irig Item 
Students 87 82 55 224 28 
. Teachers _96 91 60 247 5 
Custodians 85 72 45 . 202 50 
Clerical Help 70 50 33 153 99 
Supt. of Schools 96 81 54 . 231 21 
Local Board of Educ. 76 69 50 195 57 
Editor of Local Paper 54 38 , 28 120 132 
Parents of Pupils 94 85 ·51 230 22 
Public 59 40 31 130 122 
13 
Summary 
The results of this study indicate that there is 
no uniformity among the forty-eight stat~s. as to the prepar-· 
ation and qualifications for the elementary-school principal-
ship. 
The survey of the preparation, at least according 
to degree.s. held by elementary-school principals in Kansas, 
shows that in first-class cities over 90 per cent of the 
principals answering_ have the bachelor's or master's degree, 
of the second-class cities almost 60 per cent and of the 
third-class citi~s slightly over 30 per cent. 
The median number _of years in present position of 
, elementary-school principals for the 1947-48 school year is 
shown as 5.1 years for the first-class ci~ies, 3.9 years 
for second-class cities, and 2.6 · years for the principals 
of the third-class cities. 
The above information indicates that Kansas ele-
mentary-school principals have prepared themselves beyond 
the Kansas requirement as set by the State -Board of Ed-
ucation. This was .true especially until the time the State 
Board of Education drew up the regulations effective Septem-
ber 1, 1948. In many cases, they used the schools of the 
14 
third-class ~ities as training grounds in preparing for the 
positions in the first- and second-class cities, where tenure 
is longer and salaries higher. 
Ninety per cent of the principals answering the 
inquiry blank indicated that the bachelor's degree or more 
should ~e the minimum academic preparation for a beginning 
principal. 
Tables III and IV show the preva.iling opinions 
and methods used in supervision and in the improvement of 
instruction as performed by those principals who returned 
the inquiry blanks. Over sixty per cent of the 252 prin-
cipals who answered inquiry blanks thought that a principal 
should have had courses in child psychology and child de-
velopment. 
In addition to the need for knowledge of child 
psychology and child development by the elementary-school 
.. 
principal,they also recogniz.e the importance of a public 
relations program as indicated in Table V. 
